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Mesangial cells (MCs) are found within the glomerulus, where they contribute to
the regulation of glomerular filtration rate (GFR). Their contractile function is similar to
tha~ of vascular smooth muscle cells, regulated by a number of different Ca 2+ release and

entry mechanisms in response to vasoactive substances. Among these are store-operated
channels (SOC), which have been identified in MC, but whose molecular components are
unknown. Deficiency of store-operated Ca2+ entry (SOCE) has also been associated with
loss of MC contractile function found during early diabetic renal hyperfiltration. For
these reasons, it is imperative to clarify the mechanisms underlying SOCE in MCs.
Members of the canonical transient receptor potential (TRPC) family of proteins
have been identified as candidates for SOC function in a number of cell types. The
distribution of TRPC subtypes, and their combination to form heterotetrameric channels
is cell-type specific, possibly allowing for variation SOCE mechanisms in different cells.
Recently, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) resident protein stromal interaction molecule 1
(STIM 1) has been identified as a regulator of SOCs, including TRPCs. With this in mind,
the following studies were carried out to identify the distribution and function of TRPC
proteins in MCs, including their role in the mediation of MC contractile function and
potential regulation by STIM 1.
In the first study, TRPCI, -3, -6, and -7 were identified in cultured human MCs as
well as rat and human kidney sections. TRPC 1 was found to associate with TRPC4 and

TRPC6 by co-immunoprecipitation and colocalization by immunocytochemistry.
Overexpression of TRPC 1 by transient transfection increased, while knockdown of
TRPC 1 expression by RNAi decreased thapsigargin-mediated SOCE.

These results

indicate a role for TRPCl in SOCE in MCs.
In the second study, the contribution of TRPC !-mediated SOCE to Ang 11stimulated MC contractile function was examined.

Ang Il-mediated SOCE was

attenuated by TRPCl-RNAi or by treatment with a TRPCl antibody known to block
channel activity. TRPCl-RNAi and antibody blockade also inhibited Ang 11-stimulated
single channel activity as measured by cell-attached patch clamp, while TRPCl-RNAi
attenuated Ang IT-mediated MC contraction. This effect was also examined in vivo in
rats. Infusion ofTRPC1 antibody blocked Ang 11-induced decline in GFR.
In the final study, the formation of SOC by TRPC heteromultimerization was
assessed. Both TRPC 1 and TRPC4 were found to contribute to TG-stimulated SOCE and
single-channel activity in cultured MCs. The interaction between these two subtypes
increased upon store-depletion with TG, while translocation ofTRPCl but not TRPC4 to
the plasma membrane was induced by TG.

STIMl was also found to contribute to

regulation of SOC, but co-immunoprecipitation demonstrated an interaction with TRPCl
but not TRPC4. These data suggest that SOC activity is mediated by interaction between
TRPCl and TRPC4, and translocation of TRPCl to the plasma membrane may be
responsible for increasing channel activity upon store depletion.
regulatory role by activating channel complexes via TRPC4.

STIM1 may play a

Taken together, these studies indicate an important role for TRPC function in
MCs.

Not only do these studies further understanding of SOC function in MCs

specifically, they also contribute to the delineation of TRPC channel activity, complex
formation, and regulation by STIMI.

Futures studies are needed to further examine

TRPC activation mechanisms and their potential role in other physiological and
pathophysiological MC functions.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background

Physiological function of glomerular mesangial cells

The glomerulus, the site of renal filtration, is composed of a network of capillaries,
known as the glomerular tuft, contained within Bowman's capsule (Figure 1). These
capillaries are lined with a fenestrated endothelial cell layer surrounded by the glomerular
basement membrane followed by specialized epithelial cells called podocytes. The cell
bodies of the podocytes have projections known as foot processes which interlace to form
the slit diaphragm. These three layers, the fenestrated endothelium, glomerular basement
membrane, and podocyte slit diaphragm, form the barrier through which the plasma is
filtered from the glomerular capillaries to the proximal end of the nephron (89). The
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) through this filtration barrier is regulated by a number of
factors, including renal blood flow, glomerular capillary hydrostatic pressure, glomerular
capillary permeability, as well as filtration surface area (24). For example, Angiotensin II
(Ang II) can elicit vasoconstriction in both the afferent and efferent arterioles supplying
and draining the glomerular capillaries, resulting in decreased renal blood flow with a
subsequent decrease in GFR (97).
Mesangial cells (MCs) are found among the glomerular capillary loops where
they form a support network for the glomerular tuft and help to regulate capillary surface

area and thereby GFR (Figure 1).

These smooth muscle-like pericytes respond to

vaspactive substances, such as Ang II and endothelin (ET). The contractile apparatus of
MCs is similar to that of vascular smooth muscle cells, including actin, myosin and
tropomyosin ( 18). However, isoform expression is not identical to smooth muscle, and
may be altered in disease states or under cell culture conditions (30; 35; 61 ). MCs also
exert paracrine activity through the secretion of growth factors and inflammatory
mediators. For example, MCs can produce ET -1 in response to a number of stimuli,
including Ang II, insulin, transforming growth factor P1 (TGF-P 1) and platelet derived
growth factor (PDGF), as well as ET-1 itself (81). ET-1 secreted by MCs can then
interact with ET receptors A and B, both found on MCs (29). ET receptor activation can
then lead to cellular hypertrophy, proliferation, and extracellular matrix secretion, in
addition to cellular contraction (7; 26). Growth factors such as TGF-P and PGDF also
stimulate MC hypertrophy and proliferation in a paracrine and autocrine fashion (I).
The development of the micropuncture technique to directly measure filtration in
the glomerulus allowed researchers to confirm the regulation of GFR within the
glomerulus, independent of changes in afferent and efferent arteriolar tone(82). This
regulation can be attributed at least in part to the contractile function of MCs which
regulates glomerular capillary surface area and blood flow.

This is a result of the

functional coupling between the mesangial extracellular matrix and the basement
membrane surrounding the glomerular capillaries via ftbronectin(78; 82). In addition, MC
proliferation and extracellular matrix secretion during inflammation can also alter GFR
(53). This MC expansion occurs in response to glomerular injury and can lead to a
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limitation of glomerular filtration, such as that seen in glomerulosclerosis and diabetic
nephropathy (4).
MC contraction has been studied extensively in vivo in Munich Wistar rats and in
vitro in MC culture (34; 51). Like vascular smooth muscle cells, their contraction is

dependent on influx of Ca2+ from the extracellular space. This Ca2+ influx can also result
in upregulation of MC proliferation and extracellular matrix secretion. A number of ion
channels contribute to the regulation of MC function, including voltage-operated Ca 2+
channels, receptor-operated, and store-operated channels (VOCC, ROC, and SOC
respectively). VOCC function was the first to be described in MC culture (Figure 2a)
(63; 99). These channels can be blocked by nifedipine, suggesting that they are L-type

channels, and are activated by membrane depolarization in response to vasoactive
peptides. Activation of VOCC also contribute to MC growth (39; 83). ROCs present in
MCs contribute to regulation of growth factor-mediated responses (Figure 2b). In this
case, tyrosine kinase receptors, such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) and PDGF
receptors, directly couple to ROCs to activate Ca2+ influx, resulting in MC growth (40).
ROC-mediated Ca2+ influx may also be activated by a Gq-coupled mechanism, including
ET (64).

Characteristics of store-operated Ca 2 + entry

Activation of SOCs in MC response to growth factors and vasoactive peptides
has also been described. (50; 54; 64). These channels are characterized as non-specific,
cation permeable channels with a very low single-channel conductance of 1-2.1 pS. SOC

J

influx occurs in response to depletion of intracellular Ca2 + stores resulting from activation
of the Gq·protein coupled receptor, phospholipase C, inositol triphosphate (IP3) cascade
(2; 60). This mode of Ca2+ entry was originally identified as capacitative Ca2+ entry, as
the amount of Ca2+ influx indicates the capacity of Ca2+ lost from intracellular stores (70;
71 ). PKC activation resulting from this same cascade may also directly activate SOC
(Figure 2c) (46; 70; 71). Receptor-independent activation of SOC can also be studied by

passively inducing store-depletion with the sarco/endoplasmic reticulum ATPase
(SERCA) inhibitors thapsigargin or cyclopiazonic acid (Figure 2d) (74).
The current associated with capacitative Ca2+ entry is termed the Ca 2+-releaseactivated Ca2+ current (lcRAc) (32). This is a non-voltage-gated, inwardly rectifying
current with a reverse potential greater than +60 mY (67). While the single-channel
conductance of lcRAC is very low, less than I pS, it is highly selective for Ca2+, while also
being permeable to Na+(67). Interestingly, lcRAC also exhibits anomalous mole fractioneffect, such that when Ca2+ is removed from the extracellular space, permeability to Na+
is greatly increased, generating a channel conductance that is even greater than that for
Ca2+(72). feRAe with these typical characteristics have been identified in a number of cell
types, including mast cells, hepatocytes, dendritic cells, megakaryocytes, and Jurkat T
cells (68).
Another current associated with store-depletion is known as the store-operated
current (lsoc). While this current has also been identified in a number of cell types, its
characteristics such as single-channel conductance and permselectivity are less discreet.
For example, lsoc in endothelial cells has a conductance of 11 pS with a selectivity for
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Ca + :Na+ of I 0:1 (90), while lsoc in aortic myocytes exhibits a lower conductance of 2. 7
. not se Iect1ve
. fior C a2+ (Ca2+:Na+ :K+ = I: 1: I) (88). SOC has been characterized
pS, an d 1s

in MCs using thapsigargin-stimulated store-depletion (50). Treatment with thapsigargin
produces a single-channel conductance of2.1 pS with Ba2+ and 0.7 pS with Ca2+ that can
be inhibited by La 3+. These channels are slightly more selective for Ca 2+ (Ca2+ < Ba2+ <<

The variability of currents produced by store-depletion is accompanied by an
array of proposed activation mechanisms for store-operated Ca2+ entry (SOCE). Included
among these are: I) vesicular fusion to transport SOCs to the plasma membrane; 2) direct
conformational coupling between active IP3 receptors on the ER with SOCs at the plasma
membrane; 3) a messenger molecule that is released from the ER which then diffuses to
the plasma membrane to activate SOCs (Figure 3) (67).
In the vesicular fusion model, SOCs are stored in the cytosol in vesicles which are
transported to the plasma membrane upon store-depletion (Figure 3a). This would be a
similar mechanism to that of the glucose transporter GLUT4, which is translocated to the
plasma membrane of skeletal muscle cells and adipocytes upon stimulation by insulin
( 13). Evidence for this mechanism has been demonstrated in Xenopus oocytes, where a
dominant negative mutant of SNAP-25, a vesicular docking molecule that is the target of
botulinum toxin, was shown to inhibit lsoc activation (98). This evidence was supported
by a study by Alderton et al. in which injection of botulinum neurotoxin A, which targets
SNAP-25, inhibits SOCE in HEK-293 cells (3). Bezzerides et al. also demonstrated that
TRPC5 specifically is transported to the plasma membrane upon growth factor
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stimulation in HEK-293 cells expressing TRPC5 (see discussion of TRPC proteins
below), as well as natively expressed protein in hippocampal neurons (11 ).

This

translocation, which the authors termed "rapid vesicular insertion of TRP" (RiVIT),
occurs in a phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-dependent manner.
The conformational coupling model suggests that IP3 receptors on the ER directly
activate SOCs at the plasma membrane via protein-protein interaction (9; 10). This direct
interaction should allow for very rapid activation of SOC after binding of IP3 . In most
cells, however, SOC activation occurs slowly, over minutes rather than seconds (68). A
similar model proposed by Gill eta/. instead suggests a secretion-like coupling in which
coupling occurs in a reversible manner upon activation, and is mediated by cytoskeletal
modification (69).
The final model currently under investigation involves the diffusion of an
unknown messenger from the ER to the plasma membrane to activate SOC upon storedepletion.

Candidates

include

protein

kinase

C

(PKC),

tyrosine

kinase,

lysophospholipids, GTP-binding proteins, and calmodulin (6; 6; 22; 47; 68; 80; 91 ). Yet
another poorly characterized messenger known as the Ca2+-influx factor (CIF) has also
been identified. Randriamampita and Tsien first extracted CIF from Jurkat T cells (75),
and characterization and purification has been continued by other groups (17; 85; 87).
However, the molecular identity of this messenger is still unknown.
As previously mentioned, SOCs have been identified in MCs, and SOCE may be
significant in some renal diseases characterized by MC dysfunction.

For example,

dysregulation of MC contraction can result in glomerular hyperfiltration during early
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diabetic nephropathy, and can be attributed to down-regulation of SOCE in response to
vasoactive peptides (52; 55). SOCE also contributes to MC proliferation and promotes
glomerular inflammation, which are both complications also associated with diabetic
nephropathy (38; 38; 48; 56). SOC activation can be mediated by PKC in MCs. For
example, EGF activates PKC by tyrosine kinase-mediated diacylglycerol (DAG)
production (48). This can lead to activation of SOC by PKC that is independent of storedepletion. On the other hand, SOC can be stimulated by Ang II as a result of JP 3 mediated store-depletion (58). Both EGF and Ang II are important mediators of MC
function in vivo. Importantly, EGF is involved in diabetic proliferation of mesangial cells
and Ang 11-mediated MC contractile response is impaired in diabetes, contributing to
glomerular dysfunction. Thus, SOC impairment may account for these responses in MC
dysfunction in diabetes.

Transient receptor potential proteins function as store-operated channels

In light of the potential role in glomerular pathophysiology, mechanisms of SOCE
in MCs warrant continued study. This is complicated, however, by controversy over the
molecular components of the SOC themselves.

Members of the canonical transient

receptor potential (TRPC) family of proteins have been identified as candidates for SOC
channel activity (62; 68).

TRPCs are members of the transient receptor potential

superfamily first identified in Drosophila melanogaster (57). There are 7 subtypes,
designated TRPC 1-7, of which TRPC2 is a pseudogene in humans. The remaining six
proteins can be divided phylogenetically based on their structure (Figure 4) (94). TRPCs
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are structurally similar to voltage-gated K+ channels (Kv), with six trans-membrane
spanning regions and a pore-forming domain between trans-membrane spanning regions
5 and 6. Also like Kv channels, TRPCs are thought to form tetramers centered around
the pore-forming domains (16).

Other conserved regions among the TRPC family

include a series of ankyrin repeats, a coiled-coil domain and caveolin binding region
found in the cytosolic N-terminal region (93). The C-terminus is characterized by a TRP
motif(EWKFAR), another coiled-coil domain, a proline-rich motif, and a calmodulin/IP 3
receptor binding region (93).
TRPC expression varies among cell types, and heteromultimerization of different
TRPC isoforms also appears to be cell-type specific. This may allow for specificity of
SOC function and activation mechanisms in different cells. The coiled-coil domains
found on the C- and N- termini have both been found to regulate this multimerization
(20; 27; 79).

The C-terminal caveolin-binding domain is also involved in the co-

localization of various TRPCs and their targeting to the plasma membrane (12; 44; 45).
TRPC I currently has the strongest evidence for function as an SOC in a variety of
cell types (14; 43; 59; 76). Although TRPC I is known to heteromultimerize with other
TRPC (15; 42; 96), it has also been demonstrated to be a pore-forming subunit itself(43).
TRPC 1-med iated SOCE can be activated by each of the mechanisms described above,
including

passive

store-depletion,

IP3-mediated

store-depletion,

and

channel

phosphorylation by PKC. Direct interaction with endoplasmic IP3 receptors has also been
demonstrated to activate TRPC I (100).

In vascular smooth muscle cells, TRPC I

contributes to contractile function by regulating SOCE in response to vasoconstrictors
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such as ET (8; 37). TRPC I is also involved in neointimal hyperplasia of vascular smooth
mus.cle (36). TRPC I is expressed in the rat glomerulus and proximal tubule, as well as in
the rat renal microcirculation where it contributes to Ang II-mediated arteriolar
vasoconstriction (2I; 25; 84).
Other TRPC isoforms have less concrete evidence of SOC function, and may
instead act as ROCs. For example, TRPC3 can be activated by store-depletion in both a
receptor-dependent and receptor-independent manner (86; 92). However, TRPC3, 6, and
7 have also been shown to be directly activated in a DAG-dependent manner,
independent of PKC or store-depletion (31; 65). In contrast, TRPC I, 4, and 5 are not
activated by DAG, and activation of TRPC4 and 5 can even be inhibited by DAG (31;
95).

STIM 1 regulation of SOC

Recently, the stromal interaction molecule I (STIM I) has been identified as a Ca 2+
sensor in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), activating SOC at the plasma membrane upon
store-depletion (4I; 77). STIM I is ubiquitously expressed, and localized primarily to the
ER, although some studies have indicated its presence in the plasma membrane of some
cells (Figure 5) (I9).

An EF-hand domain is found on the ER luminal N-terminus of

STIM I, indicating that it may act as a Ca2+ sensor to signal store-depletion (73; 77).
There is evidence that STIM 1 trans locates to regions of the ER directly apposed to the
plasma membrane upon store depletion, where it triggers Ca 2+ influx via SOC (5 ; 4I ).
Translocation of STIM I may even play a role in the rearrangement of the ER itself.
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STIM I is associated with microtubule-plus-end-tracking protein EB I, part of the tipattachment complex which allows the ER to elongate along microtubules (28) . This
rearrangement may allow STIM I to activate SOC in reversible manner similar to the
secretion-like coupling model originally proposed for IP3 receptor-mediated activation
described above.
While the role of TRPCs as SOCs has been controversial, the binding of STIM I to
various members ofthe TRPC family gives new credence to their functionality. Huang et
a/. have demonstrated that STIM I binds to TRPC 1, -2, -4, and -5 through an ERM

(ezrin/radixin/moesin) domain which is required for its activation of SOC (33; I 01 ).
Overexpressed STIM1 co-immunoprecipitates with TRPCI in HEK293 cells, but this
interaction is not enhanced by store-depletion with thapsigargin. Fluorescence resonance
energy transfer experiments however do demonstrate that STIM translocates to distinct
punctae associated with TRPC I after thapsigargin treatment.

This subcellular

redistribution also occurs in HeLa cells (41 ). STIM I has also been shown to form a
complex with TRPC 1 and Orai 1, another potential component of SOCE originally
identified by a mutation associated with severe combined immunodeficiency disorder
(23; 66). These data suggest that STIM 1 may activate SOCE by sensing store-depletion
in the ER, followed by translocation and activation of TRPC 1 by direct interaction
between these two proteins. A new definition of SOC has been proposed by Yuan et al.
as "channels that are regulated by STIM I and require the store depletion-mediated
clustering of STIM 1" ( 10 I).

However, SOCs have previously been characterized as

having other activation mechanisms including store-independent activation by PKC as
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described above.

The potential contribution of STIM I in these other activation

mechanisms warrants further study.

Specific Aims

While TRPC 1 is thought to be ubiquitously expressed, expression of TRPCs in
general varies among cell types and species.

This is even true within the kidney.

TRPC 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 have been identified in the rat renal microcirculation and glomeruli
(21 ), but another study found only TRPC 1, 3, and 6 in rat glomeruli (25).

This

demonstrates the importance of identifying which TRPC isoforms are expressed in a
specific tissue or cultured cell line. Meanwhile, specificity of function and activation
mechanisms may result from the cell-type specific expression of TRPCs. For example,
TRPC1 in particular has the most evidence for SOC function, but the physiological
relevance for this role is undetermined in many cell types, including MCs. Another
factor that may determine TRPC specificity of function is the heteromultimerization of
different TRPC isoforms, which is also undetermined in MCs. While SOCE has been
identified in MCs, it is unclear if TRPCs account for this mode of Ca 2+ entry, and what
their physiological relevance may be. In addition, the potential for STIM1 to act as a
regulator or SOC function, including TRPCs, is unknown. The following specific aims
have been designed to address the hypothesis that TRPCs do indeed function as SOC in
mesangial cells, and that TRPC 1 in particular contributes to the regulation of MC
contractility. This function is likely regulated by the heteromultimerization of TRPC
isoforms and by STIM 1 acting as a Ca2+ sensor in the ER.

II

Specific Aim 1: Determine the expression profile ofTRPC proteins in mesangial
cells and if TRPC I specifically contributes to store-operated Ca2+ entry in
mesangial cells.

Specific Aim II: Evaluate the role ofTRPCl in contractile function ofmesangial
cells.

Specific Aim III:

Determine if store-operated Ca2+ entry is mediated by

interaction between TRPC I, TRPC4, and/or STIM 1 in mesangial cells.

These specific a1ms have been addressed in the manuscripts comprising the
following three chapters of this dissertation, with the research design and methodology,
results, and discussion described therein. These manuscripts are followed by a summary
of conclusions from each set of studies, as well as a discussion of future directions for
further study.
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Figure 1.

Structure of the glomerulus.

A. The glomerular tuft contained within

Bowman 's capsule is composed of a capillary network fed and drained by an afferent and
efferent arteriole, respectively. Plasma filtrate passes through the glomerular filtration
barrier into Bowman ' s space, which drains into the proximal tubule of the nephron. B.
The glomerular filtration barrier is composed of the fenestrated capillary endothelial cell
layer, the glomerular basement membrane, and slit diaphragms formed by the foot
processes of podocytes. Mesangial cells are found among the glomerular capillaries.
Their extracellular matrix contributes to the glomerular basement membrane. Adapted

from Ganong, 2005(24)
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Figure 2. Ca2+ entry pathways in glomerular mesangial cells. a. VOCC activated by
membrane depolarization. b. ROC activation by DAG resulting from Gq-protein coupled
receptor activation, e.g. Ang II. c. SOC activation stimulated directly by PKC. d. Passive
store-depletion by SERCA inhibition also activates SOC (49)
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Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Proposed models of SOC activation. A. SOC store in vesicles are transported

to and inserted into the plasma membrane upon store-depletion. B. IP 3 receptors activate
SOC by directly coupling to channels at the plasma membrane. C. A mobile messenger
is released from the ER, diffusing to the plasma membrane to activate SOC. Adapted
from Parekh, 2003 (67).
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release of a diffusible
signal from the stores

Figure 4. Structure and relationship of TRPCs. A. Predicted transmembrane domains

(1-6, yellow) and pore-forming loop (green) of TRP proteins. Three to four ankyrin
repeats (purple) are found on theN-terminus; proto-typical 'TRP-box' found (orange) on
the C-terminus close to the plasma membrane. B. Phylogenetic grouping and structural
alignment of mammalian TRPCs compared to Drosophila TRP.
Venkatchalam. et al.. 2002 (94).
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Figure 5. STIM 1 activation of SOC. A. Agonist stimulation leading to IP3-mediated

store-depletion activates translocation of STIMI to regions directly opposed from SOC
on in the plasma membrane where it triggers SOCE by an unknown mechanism. B.
Structure of STJMl, including a luminal EF-hand, a sterile a-motif (SAM), a single
transmembrane (TM) domain, multiple coiled-coil domains, a serine/proline-rich (S/P
Rich) as well as lysine-rich domain. From Putney, 2005 (73).
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Abbreviations

Ang II: angiotensin II
CIF: Ca2+ influx factor
DAG: diacylglycerol
EGF: epidermal growth factor
ER: endoplasmic reticulum
ERM: ezrin/radixin/moesin
ET: endothelin
GFR: glomerular filtration rate
2
feRAe: Ca +-release-activated Ca 2+ current

IP3 : inositol triphosphate
Isoc: store-operated current
Kv: voltage-gated K+ channels
MC: mesangial cell
TGF-P 1: transforming growth factor

p,

PGDF: platelet derived growth factor
PKC: protein kinase C
RiVIT: rapid vesicular insertion ofTRP
ROC: receptor-operated channel
SERCA: sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+ ATPase
SOC: store-operated channel
SOCE: store-operated Ca2+ entry
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STIM I: stromal interaction molecule I
TRPC : canonical transient receptor potential
VOCC: voltage-operated Ca2+ channel
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Abstract

. Mesangial cells are located within glomerular capillary loops and contribute to the
physiological regulation of glomerular hemodynamics. The function of mesangial cells is
controlled by a variety of ion channels in the plasma membrane, including nonselective
cation channels, receptor-operated Ca 2+ channels, and recently identified store-operated
Ca2+ channels. Although the significance of these channels has been widely
acknowledged, their molecular identities are still unknown. Recently, the members ofthe
canonical transient receptor potential (TRPC) protein family have been demonstrated to
behave as cation channels. The present study was performed to identify the isoforms of
endogenous TRPC proteins in human mesangial cells (HMCs) and their interactions.
Western blotting showed that TRPC I, 3, 4, and 6 were expressed in cultured HMCs.
Consistently, immunofluorescent confocal microscopy revealed specific stainings for
TRPC I, 3, 4, and 6 with predominant intracellular localization. However, TRPCS and 7
were not detectable at protein level by either Western blotting or immunofluorescent
staining. The expression of TRPC 1, 3, 4, and 6 was also observed in rat and human
glomeruli using fluorescent immunohistochemistry. Furthermore, coimmunoprecipitation
experiments and immunofluorescent double staining displayed that TRPC I had physical
interaction with TRPC4 and 6, while no interactions were detected among other isoforms
of TRPCs. Ca2+ fluorescent ratiometry measurement showed that store-operated Ca 2+
entry in HMCs was significantly reduced by knocking down TRPC I, but enhanced by
overexpressing TRPC I. These results suggest that HMCs specifically express isoforms of
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TRPC 1, 3, 4, and 6 proteins. These isoforms of TRPCs might selectively assemble to
form functional complexes.

Keywords: store-operated Ca 2+ entry; Ca2+ channel; Ca 2+ signaling; glomeruli
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Introduction
, Mesangial cells (MCs) reside in the glomerular tuft, strategically positioned for
the regulation of glomerular hemodynamics (26, 35). Like vascular smooth muscle cells,
MCs contract in response to ANG II and relax in response to nitric oxide (25, 35).
Altered responsiveness of MCs to the vasoactive hormones is one of the major causes
leading to certain severe renal diseases, such as diabetic nephropathy. Modulation of
mesangial cell ion transport plays an integral role in mediating many physiological and
pathological responses, including mesangial cell contraction, mesangial cell growth, and
mesangial matrix accumulation. It has been documented that binding of both vasoactive
hormones and growth factors to mesangial cell receptors promotes an increase in
mesangial cell cytosolic Ca 2+ (26, 27, 30, 35). This process involves both the release of
intracellular Ca 2+ stores and extracellular Ca 2+ entry. The latter occurs via classic,
voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, receptor-operated Ca2+ channels, and recently identified
store-operated Ca2+ channels in the mesangial cell plasma membrane (22).
Although a variety of channels have been described in various mesangial cultures
using patch-clamp techniques (22), the majority of channels involved in Ca2+ influx via
the plasma membrane have not been defined at the molecular level. These channels
include nonselective cation channels, receptor-operated Ca 2+ channels, and store-operated
Ca2+ channels. Recently, mammalian canonical TRP (transient receptor potential)
channels (TRPCs) have been proposed as Ca2+-permeable cation channels that are
activated in response to stimulation of G protein-coupled receptors or receptor tyrosine

.

kinases (I, 12, 14, 32). Belonging to the TRP superfamily, TRPC family includes seven
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related members, designated TRPCI-7 (29). TRPC2 is a pseudogene in humans (47).
The remaining six appear to fall into two groups based on structural and functional
similarities: TRPCI, -4, and -5, and TRPC3, -6, and -7 (13). TRPCs have been
di scovered in a variety of cell types, including vascular smooth muscle (8, 9, 34, 43). In
addition, the seven TRPC proteins can assemble to form homomers or heteromers (6, 10,
13, 36, 37). The loss-of- and gain-of-function experiments have provided convincing
evidence that various TRPC proteins might function as receptor-operated or storeoperated Ca2+-permeable channels or nonselective cation channels in a wide range of cell
lines, primary cultures or native tissues (2 I , 24, 32, 40, 41, 46). However, with respect to
the function of a particular subtype of TRPC protein, the data are contradictory among
investigators partially because expression of TRPC isoforms is tissue and cell type
specific (8, 9, 34). This can be even more sophisticated by the fact that different assembly
of TRPC isoforms expresses differential channel behavior and gating mechanisms, and
therefore, might have different physiological significance (I, 20, 28, 37, 42). Thus
identifying subtypes of endogenous TRPC proteins and the rules governing subunit
assembly of individual TRPCs in a particular type of cells should be an essential step to
unravel molecular entity of receptor-operated, store-operated Ca2+ channels, or
nonselective cation channels. Because this information is extremely devoid in human
glomerular mesangial cells (HMCs), important cells relevant to physiological function
and the pathophysiological process in kidneys, we have, in the present study, employed
Western

blotting,

RT-PCR, confocal

microscopy,

immunohistochemistry, and

coimmunoprecipitation to systematically assess subtypes of TRPC proteins present in
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HMCs and the physical interaction among them. Our data show that TRPCI, 3, 4, and 6
are expressed in HMCs at the protein level, whereas TRPC5 and 7 are only detectable at
the messenger level. TRPC1 might have physical interaction with TRPC4 and 6 in this
type of cell.

Materials and Methods

Preparation of cultures of HMCs. HMCs used in this study were purchased from

Cambrex (East Ruthersord, NJ). The procedures and methods for culturing HMC were
described previously (16). Briefly, HMCs were cultured in DMEM (GIBCO, Carlsbad,
CA) supplemented with 25 mM HEPES, 4 mM glutamine, 1.0 mM sodium pyruvate, 0.1
mM nonessential amino acids, 100 U/ml penicillin, I 00 )..lg/ml streptomycin, and 20%
fetal bovine serum. Only subpassages less than II generations of cells were used in the
present study.
Transient transfection.

Lipofectamine and Plus reagents (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,

CA) were used to transiently transfect trpcl-7 eDNA plasmids or trpcl or 4 or 6 RNAi
constructs into H293T cells (in I 0-cm plates) following instruction provided by the
manufactor. The cells were lysed 24-48 h after transfection.
Irnmunoprecipitation and irnrnunoblots.

When cell monolayers were 80%

confluent, the cells were washed twice with PBS and then lysed in I ml of l% Triton X100 buffer (per 10-ml plate) containing (in mM) 150 NaCI, 10 Tris·HCI (pH 7.5), I
EGTA, 0.2 sodium orthovanadate, 0.2 phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 0.5% NP-40,

.

aprotinin (l )..lg/ml), pepstatin (I )..lg/ml), and proteinase inhibitor cocktail (Roche Applied
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Science, Indianapolis, IN). The celllysates were centrifuged at 6,000 g for 15 min at 4°C.
For coimmunoprecipitation experiments, the cell lysates were incubated for 2 h with
specific TRPC antibody and complexes were captured for 1 h with 30 J.ll slurry of protein
G or A (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) in 50 mM Tris·HCJ. Immunocomplexes
were then washed five times in lysis buffer. The cell Jysates (without precipitation, for
regular Western blotting) or immunoprecipitates (for coimmunoprecipitation) were
fractionated by 10% SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose membranes, and probed
with the indicated primary TRPC antibodies. Bound antibodies will be visualized with
Super Signal West Femto Luminal/Enhancer Solution (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford,
IL).
TRPC antibodies and plasm ids. TRPC 1 mouse monoclonal and rabbit polyclonal

antibodies were obtained from Dr. L. Tsiakas's laboratory (University of Oklahoma
Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, OK). The specificity and efficiency of the
antibodies have been described previously (23, 31). TRPC3-7 goat polyclonal antibodies
were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). TRPC3 and 6 rabbit
polyclonal antibodies were from Alomone Labs. trpc Plasmids were obtained from
following sources. Human TRPC1-pGEX-3X and TRPC3-pcDNA3 were obtained from
C. Mantell (Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, MD). Bovine TRPC4-pcDNA3 ,
mTRPC5-pcDNA3, and mTRPC6-pcDNA3 were obtained from L. Birnbaumer (National
Institutes of Health). mTRPC7-pCineo was obtained from Y. Mori (Okazaki National
Research Institute). Trpcl-RNAi construct (trpcl-pSHAG1-2219) was provided by Dr. L.
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Tsiakas (University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center), and trpc4- and 6-RNAi
construct was obtained from Dr. M. Villereal (University of Chicago, Chicago, IL).
Fluorescent immunocytochemistry.

HMC cells were plated on 22 x 22.1-mm

coverslips, fixed with iced acetone/methanol, and incubated with a TRPC antibody or two
TRPC antibodies (for double staining) in PBS plus 2% heat-inactivated goat or fetal
bovine serum and 0.2% Triton X-1 00 for 1 h. Three washes with PBS containing 2% goat
or fetal bovine serum and 0.2% Triton X-1 00 were followed by blocking at 4°C overnight
in blocking buffer containing 2% goat or fetal bovine serum and 0.2% Triton X-1 00. The
cells were then incubated with secondary antibodies (goat anti-rabbit conjugated with
Alexa Fluor 488 or goat anti-mouse conjugated with Alexa Fluor 568 or donkey anti-goat
conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) for 1 h. Cells were
washed three times with PBS and processed for confocal microscopy using a Leica
Confocal Laser Scanning microscope.
Adult male Wistar-Kyoto rats (weighing

Fluorescent immunohistochemistry.

200-250 g) were kept under environmentally controlled conditions (12: 12-h light-dark
cycle, 20-22°C) with food and water available ad libitum until used. All animals were
treated according to guidelines approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the University of North Texas Health Science Center. Kidneys were
perfused with physiological saline solution via a catheter inserted into abdominal aorta
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde and then excised from the animals. The kidneys were
fixed in 2% para formaldehyde in K+-free PBS over 2 h at 4°C, immersed in 30% sucrose

...

overnight at 4°C, and cryosectioned at 20

~-tm
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thickness (Cryostat 2800 Frigocut-E, Leica

Instruments). The sections were washed with K+-free PBS and treated with blocking
buffer containing 50 mM NH4CI, 2% BSA, 0.05% saponin in K+-free PBS for 20 min at
room temperature for permeabilization. The sections were then incubated overnight at
4°C in blocking buffer containing mouse monoclonal anti-TRPC 1, rabbit polyclonal antiTRPC3 or 6, or goat polyclonal anti-TRPC4 antibody. To label glomerular mesangial
cells, we also incubated the sections with rabbit polyclonal or mouse monoclonal antidesmin antibody (depending on the host of TRPC antibodies) overnight at 4°C. The
concentrations for all primary antibodies were 2- 5 j.tg/ml. The sections were rinsed and
incubated for 30 min at room temperature with Alexa Fluor 488 goat anti-rabbit IgG or
donkey anti-mouse IgG, or Alexa Fluor 568 goat anti-mouse IgG or donkey anti-goat IgG
(Molecular Probes), depending on primary antibodies. The concentrations of the
secondary antibodies were 2 j.tg/ml. In control slides, equal amounts of rabbit IgG, mouse
IgG, or goat IgG were used instead of the primary antibodies. All stainings were
visualized under confocal laser-scanning microscopy (Zeiss LSM41 0). Normal human
kidney tissues were obtained from archival nephrectomy specimens. Paraffin sections of
each specimen were stained with hematoxylin and eosin and were examined to confirm
the preservation of histological structures and to validate the normality. For
immunostaining, the sections were cut at 5 j.tm and a standard protocol of xylene and
graded ethanol was employed to deparaffinize and rehydrate. TRPC protein stainings
were detected using the same protocol as described above for rat kidney sections.
Ratiometric Ca 2+ measurements. Cells were harvested in PBS containing 0.5 mM

..

EDTA, washed with PSS, and loaded with 2 j.tM indo-1/AM in PSS containing 0.05%
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Pluronic F-127 (Molecular Probes) for 40 min at room temperature. After the 40-min
incubation, cells were washed three times with a nominally Ca2+-free solution. About 2 x
I 06 cells were resuspended in 2 ml of Ca2+-free solution. Cells in Ca 2+-free solution were
first incubated with I JJ.M TO for 30 min to deplete the internal Ca 2 + stores and then Ca2+
entry was determined by Ca2+ readdition (10 mM CaCI 2). Ratiometric measurements
representing free intracellular Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]i) were obtained by a PTI
QuantaMaster spectrofluorometer equipped with an excitation monochromator set at 350
nm and two emission monochromators set at 405 and 485 nm.

Results

Expression of TRPC proteins. We employed regular Western blotting to detect

subtypes of endogenous TRPC proteins expressed in HMCs. With specific TRPC
antibodies, we were able to identify immunoblots probed with anti-TRPC I, 3, 4, and 6
antibodies in the lysates from HMCs (Fig. I). The sizes of the bands (80-90 kDa) were a
little lower than predicted. However, they were located at the same level as their
corresponding positive controls (lysates from TRPC-transfected H293T cells). To further
confirm the specificity ofthe imunoblots, we also Western-blotted lysates from H293T or
HMCs cells transfected with trpc I- or 4-RNAi constructs for knocking down
corresponding TRPC (Fig. I, A and C) or lysates from HMCs with preadsorbing
corresponding primary antibodies (Fig. I, B and E). As shown in Fig. I, the immunoblots
were either completely blocked or significantly reduced by the specific gene silencing or

.

antigen competition. As reported by many investigators (3, 8, 3 I), immunoblotting
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endogenous TRPC proteins in native tissues is very difficult, presumably because of
immunogenicity of TRPC antibodies or inherent properties of TRPC proteins. In the
present study, we had to use a Femto chemiluminescent substrate to obtain clear TRPC
bands. In contrast to TRPC 1, 3, 4, and 6, TRPC5 and 7 were not detectable in HMCs (Fig.
I) even though a -90-kDa band was clearly shown in the Iysates from trpc5- and trpc7-

transfected H293T cells. The specific TRPC5 and 7 immunoblots were also unable to be
detected in the lysates ofHMCs using the antibodies from W. P. Schilling (Case Western
Reserve University School of Medicine, Cleveland, OH; data not shown).
Expression of TRPC proteins was also detected with fluorescence from
immunocomplexes of specific TRPC protein antibodies and their Fluor-conjugated
secondary antibodies using confocal laser-scanning microscopy. In agreement with the
results from Western blotting, immunofluorescence stainings specific for TRPC 1, 3, 4,
and 6, but not TRPC5 and 7, were observed (Fig. 2). All of the expressed TRPCs
displayed ubiquitous subcellular distribution, showing predominant intracellular
localization with a pattern consistent with the endoplasmic reticulum and/or vesicles. In
addition, TRPC 1 and TRPC4 stainings were also clearly seen in the region of the plasma
membrane while TRPC6 staining appears mostly localized to the nucleus.
In vivo expression of TRPCs in rat and human glomeruli.

Because of the

inaccessibility of mesangial cells in vivo, their function and cell biology have been
mostly studied after several generations of growth in a culture environment. However,
culture condition could change the phenotypes of mesangial cells from those in in vivo

.

environment ( 15, 22). Therefore, the results obtained from cultured HMCs might not
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necessarily represent physiological presence of TRPCs in this type of cells. In particular,
a recent study reported that expression of TRPCs in arterial smooth muscle might be
associated with organ culture per se (4). Thus immunohistochemistry was performed in
rat kidney sections and isotypes of TRPCs identified in cultured HMCs (TRPC 1, 3, 4,
and 6) were detected with specific anti-TRPC antibodies. Glomeruli were easily
distinguished by their characteristic circular morphological aspect bordered by peripheral
lumen. Glomerular mesangial cells were identified with positive staining with antibody
against desmin. Consistent with the data described in cultured cells, stainings specific for
TRPC 1, 3, 4, and 6 were detected in desmin-labeled cells (Fig. 3, A and B). The
specificity of the stainings was confirmed by failure in detecting stainings in the samples
treated with control immunoglobulins (Fig. 3A). Not surprisingly, TRPC stainings were
also found in the regions inside glomeruli, which were not stained by desmin antibody,
suggesting that TRPCs also reside in other types of glomerular cells.
Expression of TRPC proteins in glomeruli was also detected in human kidney
tissue sections by immunohistochemistry. Although there is no specific marker for
mesangial cells in in vivo human glomeruli, the diffuse pattern of TRPC stainings
indicates that TRPC I, 3, 4, and 6 are strongly and widely expressed in human glomerular
cells, most likely including mesangial cells (Fig. 3C). In addition, TRPC stainings were
also found in renal tubular epithelia. These results are consistent with the findings from
recent studies which demonstrated expression of TRPC proteins in glomerular podocytes
and renal tubule epithelial cells (II, 33).
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Heteromeric interaction between endogenous TRPCs in HMCs.

It has been

reported that both exogenously expressed and endogenous TRPC proteins form
multimeric protein assembly giving rise to biophysically and functionally discernible
channel entities (1, 10, 13, 20). Thus we examined possible heteromerization between the
natively present TRPCs in HMCs using coimmunoprecipitation. As shown in Fig. 4,
when anti-TRPCJ antibody was used to pull down TRPCI , TRPC4 and 6, but not TRPC3,
were coimmunoprecipitated (Fig. 4A). However, neither JP of TRPC4 pull down TRPC3
or TRPC6 (Fig. 4B) nor IP ofTRPC6 pull down TRPC3 (Fig. 4C) . These data suggest a
selective interaction ofTRPCI with TRPC4 and TRPCI with TRPC6 in HMCs.
The selective interaction between TRPC 1 and TRPC4 and 6 was verified by
immunofluorescent double staining. Similar to Fig. 2, stainings for TRPCl, 3, 4, and 6
were seen in multiple fixed HMCs (Fig. 5). Overlaying TRPC1 signal (red) with TRPC3
or 4 or 6 (green) shows clear colocalization (yellow) between TRPC1 and TRPC4 and 6,
but not TRPC3 (Fig. 5).
Mediation of store-operated ccJ+entry by TRPCI in HMCs. We selected TRPCl

as a representative of TRPC channel proteins to detect their physiological function in
mesangial cells because TRPC I is the founding member of TRPC family and is highly
expressed in HMCs. Emerging evidence demonstrated that specific TRPC proteins might
be candidates of store-operated Ca2+ channel (21, 32). Therefore, we tested the role of
TRPC 1 in store-operated Ca 2+ entry using ratiometric measurement of [Ca2+] i in response
to Ca2+ readmission, a typical protocol oftesting store-operated Ca2+ entry. Internal Ca 2+

.

stores were depleted by incubating HMCs with I j..tM thapsigargin for 30 min in the
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nominally Ca +·free solution. As shown in Fig. 6A, re-addition of Ca2 + into the bathing
solutiqn induced a remarkable rise of [Ca 2+]i in control HMCs. However, this response
was significantly attenuated by knocking down TRPC 1 and enhanced by overexpressing
TRPC I (Fig. 6, A and B), suggesting ·an essential role of TRPC 1 in mediating storeoperated Ca 2+ entry in HMCs.

Discussion

In the present study, we employed multiple approaches and found that in HMCs,
1) TRPC I, 3, 4, and 6, but not TRPC5 and 7, were expressed at protein level; 2) TRPC 1

physically interacted with TRPC4 and 6; 3) the proteins of TRPC 1, 3, 4, and 6 were also
found in rat and human glomeruli; and 4) TRPC I participated in store-operated Ca 2+
entry.
lt has been documented that TRPC proteins exist almost ubiquitously in

mammalian tissues. However, the expression of TRPC isoforms is tissue and cell type
specific and may also be species specific (8, 9, 45). For instance, high levels ofTRPC1, 3,
and 5 mRNA were found in human cerebellum (34). Human parotid gland ductal cells
endogenously expressed TRPC I, 3, and 4, but not TRPC5 or 6 (20). However, TRPC 1, 3,
4, 5, and 6 mRNA and protein were detected in rat renal resistance vessels, whereas
TRPC2 and 7 mRNA were not expressed (8). The data in the present study revealed that
human-originated mesangial cells expressed the proteins of TRPC I, 3, 4, and 6. These
results were further supported by immunohistochemistry data from rat and human kidney
sections. Incapability of identifying TRPC5 and 7 proteins indicates that either TRPC5
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and 7 is deficient in HMCs because of deficiency in posttranscriptional mechanism or the
amounts of TRPC5 and 7 proteins are below the detectable level. Our results are not
completely in agreement with those from a recent study by Wang et al. (45) in which
TRPC I and TRPC4 mRNA were the only two TRPC messengers identified in mouse
glomerular mesangial cells. This discrepancy might be due to species difference (human
vs. mouse). Indeed, rat glomeruli, in which glomerular mesangial cells are located,
express TRPC I, 3, 5, and 6 protein, but not TRPC4 and 7 (8). The species-dependent
TRPC expression is also seen in other tissues. For example, TRPC3 and 6 are not
detectable in adult rat brain (37) but highly expressed in human central nervous system
(34).
Fluorescence resonance energy transfer measurements and immunoprecipitation
experiments demonstrated that the seven TRPC proteins (TRPC 1-7) can assemble to
form heteromers (I 0, 13, 36, 37). The heteromeric interactions between the TRPC
proteins are proposed to occur between members of two groups of TRPCs:
TRPCI/TRPC4/TRPC5 and TRPC3/ TRPC6/TRPC7. Consistent with those studies, we
found that TRPC I was associated with TRPC4 in HMCs. In addition to this known
interaction between TRPCs, in the present study we also found that TRPC I physically
interacted with TRPC6. Exceptions to the TRPC protein interaction governed by the
principals described by Hofmann et al. (13) have been reported by several groups. For
instance, that TRPC I and TRPC3 co-assemble to form a heteromeric complex has been
reported in exogenously expressed HEK293 cells and in native human parotid gland

..

ductal cells (I 9, 20). The novel heteromeric associations between endogenous TRPCs
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were also described by StrObing et al. (37) in embryonic brain. The novel interaction
between TRPC 1 and TRPC6 found in the present study suggests that this heteromeric
TRPC protein complex might underlie a channel mechanism specific for HMCs. It is true
that diversity of TRPC function and regulation in different types of tissues or cells is
derived from diverse assembly ofTRPC subunits (1, 19, 20, 36, 37). The tissue- and cell
type-dependent expression profile of TRPCs (9, 34) also fits the diverse properties of
store-operated or receptor-operated channels found in a variety of type of cells given that
TRPCs are potential molecular candidates of these channels. Different assemblies of
TRPC isoforms found in the present study (TRPC I with TRPC4, and TRPC I with
TRPC6) might underlie differential molecular entities of different types of ion channels
(nonselective cation channel, receptor-operated Ca2+ channel, or store-operated Ca2+
channel) present in HMCs. Another interesting finding in this study, which contradicted
the results from Hofmann et al. (13), is that no interaction between TRPC3 and TRPC6
was detected even though the two isoforms of TRPCs are expressed in HMCs. We have
used different anti-TRPC3 and TRPC6 antibodies (goat IgG and rabbit IgG) from
different sources (Santa Cruz Biotechnology and Alomone Lab) and the interaction
between TRPC3 and TRPC6 was never observed in coimmunoprecipitation or reverse
coimmunoprecipitation. We speculate that the TRPC3- TRPC6 interaction might not
exist in HMCs and each of the TRPCs might have another partner for its specific function.
As founding members of the TRP superfamily, TRPCs take part in a wide range
of physiological functions, including nerve growth (5, 17, 44), vascular tone (7, 14, 46),
permeability of vascular endothelium

(39),
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cell

proliferation

(38,

49),

and

mechanosensation (2). TRPC proteins might also be associated with development of
certain. diseases, such as pulmonary hypertension (18, 48). Glomerular mesangial cells
have Important physiological and pathophysiological relevance, and the function of
mesangial cells is controlled by a variety of ion channels, including nonselective cation
channel, receptor-operated and store-operated Ca2+ channels. However, the molecular
entities of these channels are still unknown. Because expressed or endogenous individual
TRPCs or TRPC complexes with differential assembly behave as nonselective cation
channels or receptor-operated Ca2+ channels or store-operated Ca2+ channels depending
on tissue and cell type, we speculate that the existing TRPCs found in the present study
might constitute a functional entity of the three types of important channels in HMCs.
This speculation was supported by the findings that TRPC I and TRPC4 stainings were
clearly seen in the region of the plasma membrane (Figs. 2 and 5), implying that the two
subtypes of TRPCs might be important components of cation channels in the cell
membrane of HMCs. Our functional data provide further support for the notion by
showing mediation of store-operated Ca2+ entry via TRPC 1 protein in HMCs (Fig. 6).
Furthermore, immunocytochemistry revealed that TRPC6 is mostly localized to the
nucleus of HMCs (Figs. 2 and 5). This unique localization of TRPC6 might imply an
important role of this TRPC isoform in regulating mesangial proliferation and contractile
function by modulating particular processes of gene transfer and transcription.
Apparently, more functional and mechanistic studies are required to explore the
physiological function of the TRPC proteins and their regulation under normal and
disease states.
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In conclusion, our results suggest that HMCs specifically express isoforms of
TRPC 1, 3, 4, and 6 proteins. These isoforms of TRPCs might selectively assemble
together to form functional complexes, which might underlie diverse channel
mechanisms found in mesangial cells.
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Figure 1. Western blotting. Transient receptor potential channel (TRPC) 1, 3, 4, and 6

were detected in native human mesangial cells (HMCs). However, TRPC5 and 7 were
not detectable. A: H293T trpcl(-) indicates lysates from H293T cells transfected with
human trpcl expression plasmids, served as a positive control. H293T trpcl(-) represents
lysates from H293T cells cotransfected with human trpcl expression plasmids and
human trpcl-RNAi constructs, serving as a negative control. B, left: H293T trpc3(-)
indicates lysates from H293T cells transfected with human trpc3 expression plasmids,
serving as a positive control. B, right: anti-TRPC 3 antibody was preadsorbed by
incubating the antibody with its blocking peptide for 1 h at room temperature, serving as
a negative control. C, left: TRPC4 immunoblots in HMCs treated with human trpc4RNAi constructs [trpc4(-)] or empty vectors (Con). C, right: TRPC4 immunoblots in
H293T cells transfected with bovine trpc4 expression plasmids [H293T-trpc4(-) and in
HMCs]. HMC-trpc4(-) and H293T-trpc4(-) served as negative and positive controls for
TRPC4, respectively. D: H293T trpc5(-) indicates lysates from H293T cells transfected
with mouse trpc5 expression plasmids, serving as a positive control. H293T con
represents lysates from H293T cells transfected with empty vectors, serving as a negative
control. £: HMC trpc6(-) indicates lysates from HMC cells transfected with human
trpc6-RNAi constructs, serving as a negative control. H293T trpc6(-) indicates lysates

from H293T cells transfected with mouse trpc6 expression plasmids, serving as positive
control for TRPC6. F, left: H293T trpc7(-) represent lysates from H293T cells tranfected
with mouse trpc7 expression plasmids, serving as a positive control. F, right: anti-TRPC7
antibody was preadsorbed by preincubating the antibody with its blocking peptide for 1 h
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at room temperature, serving as negative control. Antibodies used: anti- TRPC I,
monoclonal mouse IgG, I: I ,000 dilution; anti- TRPC3-7, polyclonal goat IgG, I :200
dilution. Immunoblots were visualized with ECL reagents at Femto level. Actin was used
as loading control.
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Figure 2. Confocal microscopy, showing immunofluorescent staining of TRPCs in

HMCs. TRPC1 was stained with mouse monoclonal antibody (1:500) followed by Alexa
Fluor-568-conjugated secondary antibody (1: 1,000). TRPC3-7 were stained with goat
polyclonal antibodies ( 1:1 00) followed by Alexa Fluor-488-conjugated secondary
antibody (I: 1,000). Mouse and goat IgG were negative controls for TRPC I and TRPC37 stainings, respectively. Magnification: x40 .

...
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Figure 3. Immunohistochemistry showing expression of TRPC proteins in rat (A and B)

and human (C) kidney sections. A and B: glomerular mesangial cells were labeled with
desmin. A: IgG were stained with red fluorescence while desmin (probed with antidesmin rabbit lgG) was stained with green fluorescence. B: TRPC4 and 6 (probed with
anti-TRPC4 and 6 goat lgG, respectively) were stained with green fluorescence and
desmin (probed with anti-desmin mouse IgG) were stained with red fluorescence. C:
TRPC 1, 3, 4, and 6 (probed with corresponding anti-TRPC goat IgG) were stained with
green fluorescence in human glomeruli. Rabbit JgG was used as a negative control for
TRPC stainings. The brightfield image shows normal morphology of glomerulus treated
with rabbit IgG (negative control). The bars inside imagings indicate 50
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Figure 3. (continued)
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TRPC6

Figure 4. Coimmunoprecipitation, showing interaction between the isoforms ofTRPCs.

A: immunoprecipitating TRPCJ

with mouse monoclonal TRPCl

antibody and

immunoblotting TRPC3, 4, or 6 with goat polyclonal antibodies. Input indicates cell
lysates (without TRPC I pull down). B: immunoblotting TRPC3 or TRPC6 with rabbit
polyclonal antibodies in cell lysates (Input) or TRPC4 immunoprecipitates. C:
immunoblotting TRPC3 with rabbit polyclonal antibody in cell lysates (Input) or TRPC6
immunoprecipitates. IP, immunoprecipitation; IB, immunoblotting. All inputs shown here
were 1/20 of the proteins used for IP .

.
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Figure 4.
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Input

IP:
TRPC6

18: TRPC3

Figure 5. Selective colocalization ofTRPCI with TRPC4 and 6 in HMCs. TRPCl (red

signals) was probed with anti-TRPC I mouse monoclonal antibody (1Ft, 1:500) followed
by Alexa Fluor-568-conjugated goat anti-mouse secondary antibody (I: I ,000) while
TRPC3, 4, and 6 (green signals) were stained with corresponding rabbit polyclonal
antibodies (I: l 00) followed by Alexa Fluor-488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary
antibody (I: 1,000). Co localization of TRPCs was indicated by yellow signals from
overlaying red and green signals (right and bottom). The bars inside imagings indicate 50
~tm.
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Figure 5.
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Figure 6. Suppression of store-operated Ca 2+ entry by inactivating TRPC 1 in HMCs. A:

representative experiment, showing the effect ofCa2+ addition (10 mM CaCh, added as
indicated) on intracellular [Ca2+] (shown as 405/485 fluorescence ratio of indo-1/AM) in
trpc1-RNAi construct transfected [TRPC(-)] and untransfected (Control) HMCs
incubated in a nominally Ca 2+-free solution with 1 j.!M thapsigargin for 30 min. B:
summary bar graph from experiment shown in A. TRPC 1(-) indicates HMCs trans fee ted
with trpc4 eDNA. *Significant difference from control; n in each group indicates the
sample size.
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Abbreviations

. ANG II: angiotensin II
HMC: human mesangial cell
IP: immunoprecipitationMC: mesangial cell
TG: thapsigargin
TRP: transient receptor potential
TRPC: canonical transient receptor protein
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Abstract

Contractility of mesangial cells (MC) is tightly controlled by [Ca 2+]i. Ca2+ influx
across the plasma membrane constitutes a major component of mesangial responses to
vasoconstrictors. Canonical transient receptor potential I (TRPC 1) is a Ca2 + -permeable
cation channel in a variety of cell types. This study was performed to investigate whether
TRPC 1 takes part in vasoconstrictor-induced mesangial contraction by mediating Ca 2+
entry. It was found that angiotensin II (Angll) evoked remarkable contraction of the
cultured MC. Downregulation ofTRPCl using RNA interference significantly attenuated
the contractile response. Infusion of Angii or endothelin-1 in rats caused a decrease in
GFR. The GFR decline was significantly reduced by infusion of TRPC1 antibody that
targets an extracellular domain in the pore region of TRPC 1 channel. However, the
treatment of TRPC I antibody did not affect the Angll-induced vasopressing effect.
Electrophysiologic experiments revealed that functional or biologic inhibition of TRPC I
significantly depressed Angll-induced channel activation. Fura-2 fluorescence-indicated
that Ca 2+ entry in response to Angll stimulation was also dramatically inhibited by
TRPC I antibody and TRPC !-specific RNA interference. These results suggest that
TRPC I plays an important role in controlling contractile function of MC. Mediation of
Ca 2+ entry might be the underlying mechanism for the TRPC1-associated MC contraction.
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Introduction

Glomerular mesangial cells (MC) are located within glomerular capillary loops
and contribute to the physiologic regulation of glomerular hemodynamics (I). Altered
responsiveness of MC to hormones is one of the major causes that lead to various renal
2

diseases. Ca + influx across the plasma membrane is a major component of MC responses
to vasoconstrictors (1). Several types of Ca2+-conductive channels in the plasma
membrane are involved in the physiologic processes. These channels include voltageoperated Ca2+ channel (VOCC), receptor-operated channel (ROC), and recently found
store-operated channel (SOC) (I ,2). In contrast to the widely known VOCC, the
molecular identity, physiologic significance, and regulatory mechanism ofROC and SOC
in the glomerular contractile cells remain unknown.
Recently, the channel proteins from a new family, canonical transient receptor
potential (TRPC), were found in a variety of cells (3). TRPC family includes seven
related

members,

designated

as

TRPC I through

7 (3).

Pharmacologic and

electrophysiologic studies in conjunction with molecular biologic tools and Ca 2+
imagings have demonstrated that TRPC channel activity is tightly linked to the signaling
cascade of G protein-coupled receptor or receptor tyrosine kinase (4,5), supporting the
current hypothesis that TRPC proteins are potential candidates for ROC and SOC. TRPC
proteins have been identified in glomeruli and glomerular MC (6-8). Our previous work
also demonstrated that human MC selectively express TRPC 1, 3, 4, and 6 (9). However,
the function, regulation, and physiologic relevance of these glomerular TRPC are
unexplored at large extent. In this study, we focused on TRPC 1 and investigated its
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contribution to mesangial contraction in vitro and in vivo. Our results indicate that
TRPC I is an important component mediating contractile responses of MC. The TRPC !involved mesangial contraction is attributed to TRPC !-associated Ca2+ influx.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Two- to 3-mo-old male Sprague-Dawley rats were used in this study.

All rats were purchased from Harlan (Indianapolis, IN). Care and use of all animals in
this study were in strict agreement with the guidelines set forth by the University of
North Texas Health Science Center.
Measurement of GFR and Renal Blood Flow. GFR and renal blood flow (RBF)

were estimated by measurement of inulin and para-aminohippurate (PAH) plasma
clearances as described by Pluznick eta!. (I 0) and by Waugh and Beall (II), respectively.
All rats were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of pentobarbital (50 mg/kg), and
the left jugular vein was cannulated with PE-l 0 tubing for infusion of fluids and
chemicals. The bladder was exposed and implanted with PE-50 tubing for urine
collection. The right and left carotid arteries were cannulated with PE-l 0 tubing and a
Fiber Optic Blood Pressure Sensor (WPI, Sarasota, FL) for collecting blood samples and
monitoring arterial BP, respectively. BP was measured by Fiber Optic Measurement
System (WPI) and analyzed by MP I00 system with AcqKnowledge 3.8 software
(BIOPAC System, Goleta, CA). Physiological saline solution (PSS) that contained I 0
mg/ml FITC-inulin or PAH was infused at a rate of I ml/h per 100 g body wt. After a 1-h
equilibration period, a blood sample (approximately I00 J..ll) was taken and urine was
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collected during the next 30-min period. Then, angiotensin II (Angll)-containing inulin or
PAH saline solution was infused into the rats and the 30-min urine sample was collected
again. At the end of the period, a larger plasma sample was taken. Urinary volume was
determined gravimetrically. GFR and RBF were calculated on the basis of urinary
volume, urine and plasma inulin, or PAH concentrations. FITC-inulin was measured
using a fluorescence microplate reader with excitation at 485 nm and emission at 538 nm
in a Spectrophotometer (Victor3-1420 Multilable Counter; Perkin Elmer, Wellesley,
MA), whereas PAH concentration was evaluated by measurement of absorbance in a
Microplate Spectrophotometer (Spectramax 340 PC; Molecular Devices Corp.,
Sunnyvale, CA) at 450 nm. The concentrations of electrolytes in blood and urine were
measured by GEM Premier 3000 (Instrumentation Laboratory, Lexington, MA), and
osmolalities of the samples were measured by the Advanced Micro-Osmometer (Model
3MO Plus' Advanced Instruments, Norwood, MA).
Cell Culture and Transient Transfection.

Human MC were purchased from

Cambrex Co. (East Rutherford, NJ). MC were subcultured to no more than 10
generations by standard methods (12). All plasmids were transiently transfected into MC
using LipofectAmine and Plus reagent (lnvitrogen-BRL, Carlsbad, CA) following the
protocols provided by the manufacturer.
MC Contractility Assay.

Angll-induced MC contraction was measured by

changes in planar surface area. The cover slip on which the MCs grew was mounted to a
perfusion chamber, and MCs were visualized under an inverted fluorescence microscope
(Nikon TE-2000S, upgraded, Nikon, Melville, NY). The perfusates were heated through
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an inline heater, and the temperature was controlled by an Automatic Temperature
Controller (TC- 3248; WPI). Changes in the mesangial planar surface area in response to
Angll were observed at 37°C with 95% 0 2 and 5% C0 2 gassing. Using a digital camera,
images of the same cells were captured serially every 5 min for 30 min. The perimeters of
individual cells with clearly defined borders were outlined, and the planar surface areas
were calculated using ImageJ software (National Institutes ofHealth, Bethesda, MD).
Patch-Clamp Procedure. The conventional cell-attached voltage clamp was used

as described in our previous study ( 12). Single-channel analysis was made with a Warner
PC-5058 amplifier (Warner Instrument Corp., Hamden, CT) and pCiamp 9.2 (Axon
Instrument, Foster City, CA). The extracellular solution contained (in mM) 135 NaCI, 5
KCI, l 0 HEPES, 2 MgC)z, l CaC)z, and I0 glucose. The pipette solution contained (in
mM) 135 NaCl, 5 KCI, 1 CaC)z, 3 EGT A, and 10 HEPES. The calculated free Ca2+
concentration in the pipette solution was <1 0 nM (MTK software). At the time of the
experiment, the pipette solution was supplemented with 100 JlM niflumic acid, 10 mM
TEA, and I 00 nM iberiotoxin to block Ca 2+·activated

cr

channels and K+ channels,

respectively. For exclusion of the influence of fluid flow on channel activity on Angll
infusion, the bathing solution continuously flowed throughout the experiments. The flow
rate was adjusted by gravity and controlled by a multiple channel perfusion system
(ValveLink8, Automate Scientific, San Francisco, CA). Channel activity was calculated
as Open probability. Clampfit 9.2 software (Axon Instrument, Foster City, CA) was used
to analyze single channel currents.
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Fluorescence Measurement of [Ca 2 +}i. Measurements of [Ca 2+]i in MC using

fura-2 were performed using dual excitation wavelength fluorescence microscopy. MC,
grown on a coverslip (22 x 22 mm), were loaded with fura-2 by incubation for
approximately 50 min at room temperature in the dark in PSS that contained 2 llM
acetoxymethyl ester of fura-2 (fura-2/AM), 0.09 g/dl DMSO, and 0.018 g/dl Pluronic F127 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) followed by washing three times. The cells were
then incubated with fura-2 free PSS for an additional approximately 20 min. The
coverslip was then placed in a perfusion chamber (Model RC-20H; Warner) mounted on
the stage of a Nikon Diaphot inverted microscope. Fura-2 fluorescence was monitored by
a ratio technique (excitation at 340 and 380 nm, emission at 510 nm) using Metafluor
software (Universal Imaging, West Chester, PA). Bath [Ca2+] was reduced to <10 nM
during the experiments by addition of EGTA according to the Ca2+ concentration
program by MTK Software. [Ca 2+]i was calculated using the formula described by
Grynkiewicz et a!. (13). Calibrations were performed in vivo at the end of each
experiment, and conditions of high [Ca2+]i were achieved by addition of 4 llM ionomycin,
whereas conditions of low [Ca 2+]i were obtained by addition of 10 mM EGTA.
Materials.

TRPC1 antibody and all chemicals were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). pSHAG, pSHAG-trpc1/RNA interference (RNAi)
plasm ids, and HA-tagged TRPC 1 expression plasm ids were obtained from Dr. L. Tsiokas
(University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, OK).
Statistical Analyses. Data are reported as means ± SEM . The one-way ANOV A

plus Student-Newman-Keuls test, unpaired t test, and paired t test were used to analyze
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the differences among multiple groups, between two groups, and before and after
treatment in the same group, respectively. P < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Results
TRPCI Contributed to Ang!I-Induced Contraction of MC. Our previous study (9)

demonstrated that TRPC1 is present in human and rat MC. To determine whether TRPC1
was involved in contractile function of MC, we assessed AngJJ-induced contraction in
cultured MC with and without knockdown ofTRPCI. TRPC1 knockdown was achieved
by transient transfection of short hairpin RNAi constructs (pSHAG-trpc 1/RNAi) that
specifically silenced human trpc 1 gene. As shown in Figure 1C, TRPC 1 protein was
remarkably overexpressed in HEK293 cells that were transiently transfected with human
TRPC 1 expression plasm ids. The exogenous TRPC1 protein was significantly reduced by
co-transfection of the cells with RNAi constructs specific for human TRPC 1 gene
(pSHAG-trpc 1/RNAi). These results were consistent with our previous report (9),
suggesting successful knockdown ofTRPC1 protein by this tool. This construct was used
for subsequent experiments in this study.
Angll-induced MC contraction was measured by changes in planar surface area of
the cell. This contractility assay was carried out in transiently green fluorescence protein
(GFP)

+pSHAG-transfected

(control)

and

GFP+pSHAG-trpcl/R.NAi-transfected

(knocking down TRPC 1) human MC. Positively transfected cells were identified with
green fluorescence. As shown in Figure 1, A and B, with Angll treatment for 10 min, the
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surface area of control MC decreased by 37.2 ± 4.0%. However, the contractile response
was significantly attenuated in MC with TRPCl knockdown (20.1 ± 3.0%). These results
suggest that TRPC 1 participated in the contractile function of MC.
TRPC 1 Regulated Glomerular Filtration in Rats. Because the major function of

glomerular MC is to regulate glomerular filtration by regulating effective filtration
surface area, we reasoned that ifTRPC1 protein contributes to the contractile function of
MC, then inhibition of mesangial TRPC 1 function should increase GFR or compromise
mesangial contraction-induced GFR decline, accordingly. Therefore, inulin clearance
was measured to evaluate rats' GFR in the presence or absence of Angii with or without
TRPCI inhibition. In agreement with other studies (14,15), infusion of Angii (1.7 ng/min
per 100 g body wt) significantly reduced GFR from 2.7 ± 0.6 of basal level to 1.4 ± 0.3
ml/min per 100 g body wt (Figure 2A, normal), representing 42 ± I 0% decrease (Figure
2B, normal). Inclusion of a TRPC1 antibody (polyclonal rabbit IgG, 300 ng/ml), which is
directed to an extracellular epitope (predicted pore region) of TRPC 1, into perfusate did
not alter the basal GFR. However, the Angll-induced decline of GFR was dramatically
attenuated (from 2.3 ± 0.5 to 2.0 ± 0.7 ml/min per 100 g body wt, representing 8.9 ± 6%
decrease; Figure 2, A and B, TRPC I Ab). This inhibitory effect was specific because the
same amount of rabbit IgG did not affect the Angll-induced reduction of GFR (2.0 ± 0.3
to 1.3 ± 0.3 mllmin per I 00 g body wt, representing 36 ± 8.6% decrease; Figure 2, A and
B, Rb lgG). To determine whether the inhibitory effect ofTRPCI antibody is specific for
An gil or general for vasoconstrictors, we assessed the effect of TRPC I antibody on
endothelin-1 (ET -I )-induced decrease in GFR in rats using the same experimental
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procedures. ET -1 has been known as one of the most potent agonists that initiates
contraction of MC (I). We found that ET-1 resulted in a comparable decline of GFR
(approximately 49% from baseline) to that induced by Angll in the rats that were treated
with nonimmune IgG. However, similar to the Angii-treated rats, infusion of immune
active TRPC 1 antibody significantly attenuated the ET-1-induced GFR decrease. These
results suggest that TRPC I channel protein might be a convergent pathway contributing
to MC contraction in response to a broad range of vasoconstrictors (Figure 2C).
To determine further whether the inhibition of Angll-induced GFR decline by
TRPC1 antibody was owing to changes in renal hemodynamics, we monitored arterial BP
throughout the experiments. RBF in response to Angll was also evaluated in rats with
and without TRPC I antibody treatment. As shown in Figure 3A, the baseline mean
arterial pressure (MAP) greatly increased in all rats (approximately 150 mmHg) because
the baroreceptor reflex had been removed after bilateral catheterization of carotid arteries.
Consistent with other studies ( 16, 17), infusion of Angll increased MAP and decreased
RBF (Figure 3). Thus, renal vascular resistance (ratio of MAP to RBF) increased in
response to Angll. However, these changes in renal hemodynamics were not significantly
affected by TRPC I antibody, because the Angll-induced vasopressing effect and
reduction of RBF were comparable among normal, rabbit IgG-treated, and TRPC I
antibody- treated rats (Figure 3). We also measured concentrations of electrolytes and
osmolalities of blood and urine in normal, rabbit IgG- , and TRPC 1 antibody-treated rats.
As summarized in Table I, all of these values were within physiologic ranges, and no
significant difference was observed among the three groups. These results suggest that
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the suppression of Angll-induced GFR decrease by TRPC 1 antibody was most likely
attributed to intraglomerular factors (i.e., change in mesangial contractility).
· TRPCJ Channels Mediated Angii-Stimulated Membrane Currents.

Mesangial

tone is controlled by intracellular Ca2+ homeostasis that is regulated by Ca2+ intrusion and
extrusion across the plasma membrane. It has been known that several types of cation
channels, including ROC and SOC, are involved in vasoconstrictor-induced Ca 2+
responses in MC ( 1,2). TRPC I has been considered a Ca2+ -permeable cation channel
linked to G protein-coupled receptor-phospholipase C pathway for activation (18).
Therefore, we speculated that TRPC I regulated mesangial contraction by mediating
agonist-stimulated ionic currents. Cell-attached patch clamp was used to measure
membrane currents in response to Angll. Figure 4A shows the current-voltage relation
curve (1- Y curve) before application of AngJI. Because the resting membrane potentials
of the patched MC were unknown, the membrane potentials in the analysis were
expressed as negative pipette potentials (-Yp). In the range from -RO to 0 mY of
command potentials (-Yp), the calculated single channel conductance was 17.2 pS. The
extrapolated Iin ear I-Y relation was reversed at -Yp of 54 mY. Considering that
intracellular K+ concentration in MC is approximately 120 mM and the resting membrane
potential of MC is estimated at approximately -45 mY (19,20), the reversal membrane
potential for the observed channels is estimated to be approximatel y 9 mY. These
biophysical features are consistent with those of TRPC 1 channel (21 ,22).
We then investigated the responses of the membrane currents to Angll and the
contribution of TRPC 1 to the responses. In the untreated group, An gil increased channel
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activity by approximately 2.2-fold (Figure 4, 8 and C). However, inclusion of TRPCI
antibody (200 ng/ml) into the pipette significantly depressed the Angll-induced channel
activation. Similar to in vivo experiments, the inhibitory effect of TRPCI antibody
seemed to be specific because the same concentration of rabbit IgG did not significantly
affect the Angll-induced currents (approximately 2.5-fold increase; Figures 4C and SA).
We further assessed the Angll-induced channel response in TRPC 1-knocked
down MC. As shown in Figure SA, transient transfection of pSHAG-trpc 1/RNAi
constructs into human MC significantly inhibited Angll-stimulated channel activity
compared with control transfected cells (pSHAG empty vector). The inhibition of TRPC 1
channel either by its antibody or by RNAi also significantly reduced the basal activities
of the Angll-responsive channels (Figure 58). These results suggest that TRPCI
contributes not only to vasoconstrictor-induced mesangial contraction but also to the
basal tone of MC.
TRPCJ Contributed to Angll-Induced Ca2+. Entry in MC An increase in [Ca2+]i is

a downstream event of Angll-induced channel responses and a key factor to trigger
mesangial contraction. Contribution to elevation of [Ca2+]i might be an underlying
mechanism for TRPC !-associated MC contraction. To test this speculation, we assessed
fura-2 fluorescence-indicated [Ca2+]i in response to Angll in cultured MC with and
without TRPC I inhibition. Consistent with our previous studies (23,24), Angll evoked a
rapid and striking cytosolic Ca2+ transient followed by a steady state of lower elevation of
[Ca2+]i in the presence of I mM Ca2+ extracellular solution. Removal of extracellular Ca2+
immediately reduced the [Ca2+]i to a level lower than baseline. Re-addition of Ca2+
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resulted in an increase in [Ca2+]i that is attributed to Ca2+ influx ( 12) (Figure 6A,
untreated). Bath application of rabbit lgG or TRPCl antibody (200 ng/ml) did not alter
the profile of the Angll-induced Ca2+ responses. However, the Angll-stimulated Ca2+
entry in response to Ca2+ re-addition was significantly inhibited by TRPC 1 antibody but
not by rabbit IgG treatment (Figure 6, A and C). The inhibition of Ca2+ influx by TRPC 1
antibody was not due to changes in Angll-induced Ca2+ release from sarcoplasmic
reticulum, because the initial Ca 2+ transients were comparable among untreated, rabbit
IgG-treated, and TRPC 1 antibody-treated MC (Figure 6A). Normalization of Ca2+ entry
to Ca 2+ release revealed a significantly lower ratio in TRPC 1-treated group than that in
the other two groups (Figure 60). Similarly, inhibition of TRPCI by transfection of
pSHAG-trpc 1/RNAi constructs into MC also significantly suppressed Angll-stimulated
Ca2+ entry without affecting Ca 2+ release from sarcoplasmic reticulum (Figure 6, B
through D). It should be mentioned that nifedipine ( 1 J.!M) was present in the bath during
re-addition ofCa2+; therefore, involvement ofVOCC in the Ca2+ entry can be excluded or
neglected.

Discussion

MCs contribute to the physiologic regulation of glomerular hemodynamics by
responding to locally produced or circulating vasoactive peptides (I). Like smooth
muscle cells, the contractility of MC is tightly controlled by [Ca2+]i· Ca2+ influx across
the plasma membrane constitutes a major component of the responses of MC to
vasoconstrictors. The results from this study suggest that TRPCI channel protein is an
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indispensable contributor to contractile function of MC. This conclusion is based on two
lines of findings from both in vitro and in vivo experiments. In cultured human MC,
An gil..; or ET -)-induced mesangial contraction was significantly attenuated by
downregulation of TRPC I protein. In rats, infusion of TRPC I antibody significantly
reduced the Angll-induced GFR decline. In addition to mesangial tone, glomerular
capillary pressure and RBF are the other two major determinants of glomerular filtration
and might also contribute to the AngJI-induced GFR decline. The involvement of these
factors could be indicated by increases in MAP and decreases in RBF during infusion of
Angii (Figure 3). However, inhibition of Angii-induced vasopressing effect might not be
the underlying mechanism for TRPC I antibody treatment because the changes in
resistance of renal vasculature (ratio of MAP to RBF) were comparable between control
and antibody-treated rats. The TRPCl antibody that was used in this study is directed to
an extracellular epitope that is located at the predicted pore region of TRPC I and
therefore might act as a channel blocker. Indeed, using specific TRPC antibodies
selectively to antagonize function of individual TRPC has become a powerful tool for
studying specific TRPC functions (25,26). The same TRPCl antibody has been reported
to depress significantly TRPC I channel-mediated currents in platelets, neurons, and
endothelial cells (27- 29) .
In addition, we repeated the in vivo experiments using another TRPC I antibody
(Tl E3; from Dr. David Beech, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK) that also targets on the
outer vestibule ofTRPCI channel (25) in four rats. Like the commercial TRPCI antibody,
the TlE3 antibody attenuated the Angii-induced GFR decline at an equivalent degree
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(data not shown). Therefore, we reasoned that the infused TRPCI antibody filtered out
from glomerular capillaries and then bound to the extracellular domains of TRPC 1
channel protein located on the plasma membrane of MC and further blocked the Angll2

stimulated Ca + entry through TRPC I channel. As a support for this inference,
glomerular deposit of an lg from systemic circulation and further reaction to its antigen
protein on the surface of MC has been well established in a disease model of
glomerulonephritis (30) .
TRPCI has been known to function as a Ca 2+-permeable cation channel linked to
the G protein-coupled signaling pathway for activation (4,5). However, whether the
channel is activated by IP3-induced internal Ca2+ store depletion (SOC) or by a second
messenger between the receptor activation and Ca2+ store depletion (ROC) is debatable
(31 ,32). Recently, stromal interaction molecule 1 (STIM I) was proposed to be a key

activator of SOC by functioning as a Ca 2+ sensor of internal stores (33,34). It is
interesting that STIM I was found to interact with endogenous or transfected TRPC I, and
this interaction is required for SOC activation (35,36), strongly suggesting a storeoperated mechanism of TRPCI. We are not able to identify the nature of the TRPCI
channel that mediates the Angll-stimulated ionic responses (SOC or ROC) from this
study. We recently found that TRPC I was also involved in thapsigargin-induced Ca2+
influx, a classical mechanism of store-operated Ca 2+ entry, and STIM I was strongly
expressed in MC (data not shown), indicating that TRPC 1 might be an important subunit
of SOC in the glomerular contractile cells. Apparently, further study is required to define
the precise mechanism ofTRPC 1 in Angll-evoked channel responses.
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It has been documented that TRPC proteins can assemble one another as well as

with auxiliary proteins to form channel complexes (3,37). The heteromultimerization and
auxiliary proteins play important roles in determining the biophysical properties and
activation mechanism of the TRPC channels (3 7). We have demonstrated that TRPC I
selectively interacts with TRPC4 and 6 in human MC (9). It is conceivable that in MC,
the channel that mediates Angll-stimulated currents might be a complex that contains
multiple subtypes of TRPC proteins and unknown auxiliary proteins. TRPC I might be
only one component ofthe channel complex.

Conclusion

The findings from the in vitro and in vivo studies provide evidence that TRPCI
participates in contractile function of MC by mediating vasoconstrictor-stimulated Ca2+
responses. Because contractility of MC has important physiologic significance in
regulation of glomerular function and an impairment of mesangial tone is involved in
progression of various renal diseases, such as diabetic hyperfiltration at an early stage of
diabetic nephropathy, the data from this study have important physiologic and clinical
relevance.
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Table 1. Electrolyte concentrations and osmolality of plasma and urine.

Groups

BNa

BK

Bea

Bosm

UNa

Uca

Uosm

(mM)

(mM)

(mM)

(mM)

(mM)

(mM)

(mM)

-- - ·- -•·•- •• ---~ -~-

-- ~.-

_,... ........ ..

.,., •., . A •

-- -~·· -•

"•·•-··~

·-·

·~·--" - · •· •··~~-~·• -·v-•••-~---~--••• -··

~-

~--·-·•· -~•- w,--

..

••·- ~-

'"'""'A..,_, - ·- · •

--~------

Untreated

135.9±
1.2

5.8 ±
0.6

0.9 ±
0.1

298.0 ±
5.5

146.5 ±
8.4

0.6 ±
0.2

999.3 ±
9.7

RbJgG

135.4 ±
1.3

4.7 ±
0.2

0.7 ±
0.03

280.1 ±
4.4

155.5 ±
14.2

0.5 ±
0.1

967.8 ±
152.9

TRCPl
Ab

135.1±
0.7

5.1 ±
0.3

0.7 ±
0.06

280.8 ±
4.3

168.8 ±
14.6

0.6 ±
0.2

905.4 ±
127.7
2

BNa. BK, Bca. and Bosm represent plasma concentrations ofNa+, K+, and Ca + and plasma
osmolality, respectively. UNa. Uca. and Uosm represent urine concentrations of Na + and
Ca2+ and urine osmolality, respectively. Rb IgG, rabbit IgG. TRPCI Ab, canonical
transient receptor potential I antibody.
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Figure 1. Changes in the planar surface area of mesangial cells (MC) with angiotensin II

(Angll) stimulation. (A) Representative morphology of MC that were used in contraction
assays in green fluorescence protein (GFP)+pSHAG (pSHAG)- and GFP+pSHAGtrpc l/RNA interference (pSHAG-trpc 1/RNAi)-transfected cells before and I 0 min after
Angll treatment. Arrows indicate positively transfected cells. The changes in size of the
transfected cells in response to Angii are illustrated on the right (Overlap), by
overlapping the images of the same cell before and after Angll treatment using
Photoshop software. The cells before Angll treatment were colored as red and after
treatment as green. The right panels are enlarged regions indicated by dashed rectangles
in the left and middle panels. (B) Bar graph showing the Angll-induced decreases in the
surface area of MC with and without canonical transient receptor potential I (TRPC 1)
knockdown, calculated as [(the surface area of MC after An gil - the original surface area
of the cells)/the original surface area of the cells] x I 00%. "n" indicates the number of
cells counted in each group. *Significant difference between the indicated groups. (C)
Western blot in HEK293 cells, showing TRPC 1 protein expression in untransfected
HEK293 cells (lane I) and HEK293 cells with transient transfection of HA-tagged human
TRPC I expression plasm ids (lane 2) or human TRPC 1 expression plasm ids plus RNAi
constructs for human TRPC 1 (lane 3). Actin was used as a loading control. Magnification,
X

250.
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2. GFR before and during infusion of An gil ( 1.7 ng/min per 100 g body wt) or

endothelin-1 (ET-1; 1.3 ng/min per 100 g body wt) with and without (Untreated) TRPC1
antibody (TRPC1 Ab; 300 ng/ml) or rabbit IgG (Rb lgG; 300 ng/ml) in rats. (A) GFR
was calculated on the basis of urine output, concentrations of inulin in urine, and blood
samples that were collected during corresponding infusion periods. "n" indicates the
number of rats in each group. (B) Percentage of decrease in GFR induced by Angll in
each group shown in A, calculated by [(GFR before Angll - GFR during infusion of
Angli)/GFR before Angll] x 100%. (C) Percentage decrease in GFR in response to ET-1.
*Significant difference between the indicated groups.
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Figure 3. Mean arterial BP (MAP) and renal blood flow (RBF) before and during

infusion of Angll (1.7 ng/min per 100 g body wt) with and without TRPCl Ab or Rb IgG
in rats. (A) Original traces of arterial BP (ABP) before (red traces) and during infusion of
Angii (blue traces) with or without (Untreated) Rb IgG or TRPC I Ab. The traces for
Angll were sampled approximately I0 min after onset of Angll infusion. (B) Summary
data from experiments described in A, showing Angii-induced increases in MAP in the
three groups, expressed as percentages: [(MAP during infusion of Angll - basal
MAP)/basal MAP) x I 00%. (C) Para-aminohippurate (PAH) clearance-estimated RBF in
response to Angll with or without concomitant infusion of TRPCI Ab or Rb IgG,
expressed as percentages: [(RBF during infusion of Angii - basal RBF)/basal RBF]
100%. In both Band C, "n" indicates the number of rats in each group.
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Figure 4. Single-channel currents in response to I

~M

Angll stimulation in MC with

and without (Untreated) Rb lgG (200 ng/ml) or TRPC 1 Ab (200 ng/ml). (A) Currentvoltage (1- Y) relation curves, showing development of single-channel currents with
changes in membrane potentials in untreated MC. Membrane potentials are expressed as
negative pipette potentials (-Yr). The calculated single-channel conductance was 17.2 pS.
The reversal potential was estimated as 54 mY (-Yr). (B) Open probability (NP0 ) of
single channels before and after application of Angii in untreated MC. Holding potential
was 80 mY (pipette). "n" indicates the number of cells analyzed. *Significant difference
before and after application of Angll. (C) Representative traces, showing channel activity
before (Before Angii) and after (Angll) Angll stimulation in untreated, Rb IgG-treated,
and TRPC I Ab--treated MC, respectively. Arrows indicate closed state of channels.
Downward deflects indicate inward currents. Holding potential was 80 mY (pipette).
Bottom trace on the right (inside a dashed rectangle) is the time-expanded portion of the
trace indicated by a small dashed rectangle (indicated by a dashed arrow).
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Figure 5. (A) Percent changes in channel activity (NP0 ) induced by Angii stimulation in
Rb IgG-or TRPC I Ab-treated MC and in GFP+pSHAG- (pSHAG) or GFP+pSHAGtrpci/RNAi- (pSHAG-trpcJ/RNAi) transiently transfected MC. (B) Basal activities ofthe
observed channels in MC of Rb IgG, TRPCJ Ab, pSHAG, and pSHAG-trpci/RNAi
groups. In both A and B, "n" indicates the number of cells analyzed in corresponding
groups. *Significant difference between the indicated groups.
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Figure 6. Fura-2 fluorescence ratiometry measurement of [Ca2+]i in response to Angll
stimulation. (A and B) Representative experiments, showing Angll-stimulated Ca2+
responses in untreated, Rb lgG-treated, and TRPC I Ab-treated MC (A) and in yellow
fluorescent protein (YFP) +pSHAG- (control) and YFP+pSHAG-trpc 1/RNAi-transiently
transfected MC (B). Application of Angll (1

~M)

is indicated by the middle horizontal

bars at the top of A and B. For exclusion of the involvement of voltage-operated Ca2+
channel in the Angll-induced Ca2+ responses, 1 ~M nifedipine was included into the
extracellular solution as indicated. "[Ca 2+) 8 " represents Ca2+ concentration in the bathing
solution, indicated by the lower horizontal bars at the top of the panels. (C) Summary
data, showing the difference in the Angii-induced Ca 2+ entry in response to Ca2+ readdition in MC of all groups described in A and B. (D) Ratios of Angll-stimulated Ca2+
influx to Ca2+ release in MC of the five groups described in A and B. In both C and 0,
the numbers at the bottom of bars indicate the number of cells analyzed in corresponding
groups. *Significant difference between the indicated groups.
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Abbreviations:

.Ang II: angiotensin II
BP: blood pressure
ET-1: endothelin-1
FITC: fluorescein isothiocyanate
GFR: glomerular filtration rate
MAP: mean arterial pressure
MC: mesangial cell
PAH: para-aminohippurate
PSS: physiological saline solution
RBF: renal blood flow
RNAi: RNA interference
ROC: receptor-operated channel
SOC: store-operated channel
STIM I: stromal interaction molecule I
TRPC: canonical transient receptor channel
VOCC: voltage-operated Ca2+ channel
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Abstract

Although Orai I protein was recently identified as the component of CRAC
channels in hemopoietic cells, store-operated channels in other cell types might have
different molecular entity. Also, the activation mechanism of store-operated channels still
remains unclear in general. In the present study, we tested the hypothesis that TRPC 1 and
TRPC4 proteins were functional subunits of store-operated channels in glomerular
mesangial cells and STIM I, a known Ca 2+ sensor in the endoplasmic reticulum, was
required for the channel activation through interaction with the TRPC proteins. Cellattached patch clamp and fura-2 fluorescence measurements showed that single
knockdown of either TRPC I or TRPC4 significantly attenuated, but did not abolish
thapsigargin-induced channel activation and Ca2+ entry. However, double knockdown of
both

TRPCs

resulted

in

a

significantly

greater

inhibition.

Reciprocal

co-

immunoprecipitation indicated a physical interaction between the two TRPC isoforms
and this interaction was enhanced by thapsigargin treatment. Confocal microscopy and
biotinylation assays suggested that store depletion by thapsigargin triggered the
membrane translocation of TRPC I, but not that of TRPC4. Furthermore, we found that
knockdown of STIM 1 using RNAi significantly reduced the thapsigargin-stimulated
membrane currents. Co-immunoprecipitation showed that STIM I interacted with TRPC4,
but not TRPC I. Taken together, we concluded that in glomerular mesangial cells, store
depletion triggers membrane recruitment of cytosolic TRPC I and heteromultimerization
with TRPC4 in the plasma membrane. The TRPCI/TRPC4 complexes constitute the

..
I20

functional subunits of store-operated channels and are activated through interaction
between STIM I and TRPC4 in the channel complexes.

Keywords: TRPC 1, TRPC4, STIM 1, store-operated Ca2+ channel, store-operated Ca 2+
entry, glomerular mesangial cell
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Introduction

. Store-operated Ca

2
+

entry (SOCE) is a ubiquitous signaling mechanism in non-

excitable and excitable cells that is responsible for the regulation of diverse cellular
functions ranging from cell proliferation and gene expression to cell contraction and
secretion (28). Physiologically, this Ca2+ entry mechanism is triggered by activation of
phospholipase C by G-protein-coupled receptors or receptor tyrosine kinases that induces
Ca

2

+

release from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), which then activates store-operated

Ca2+ channels (SOC) in the plasma membrane. Despite intensive studies in the last two
decades, the molecular identity of the SOC and the cellular mechanisms underlying the
coupling of store depletion and Ca2+ entry remain elusive. This case is even more
com pi icated by the fact that SOC behaves differently in different types of cells, implying
that the protein components or regulatory mechanisms of SOC might be cell type specific.
For instance, the SOC of lymphocytes, known as Ca2+ release-activated Ca 2+ channels
(CRAC), are distinguished from other SOCs by their extremely high selectivity for Ca 2+
and extremely low conductance ( 15; 19). However, these properties are not displayed in
excitable cells (I; 2; 26).
Members ofthe canonical transient receptor potential (TRPC) protein family have
been proposed as candidates for SOC (27; 28) . These include studies on TRPCI (16; 25),
TRPC3 (17), TRPC4 (39), TRPC5 (29), TRPC6 (9259}, and TRPC7 (32). TRPCs are
thought to exist as tetramers and in many cases different members within TRPC
subgroups may exist as functional heteromultimers (11; 14; 27). For example, SOCE is
mediated by TRPC I complex forming with TRPC3 in human parotid gland ductal cells
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and hippocampal neuronal cells, or with TRPC4 in endothelial cells (6; 23; 40). This
variability of subunit complex composition in different tissues may confer specificity of
channel function. Recently, a major breakthrough in the field of SOC is the finding that
Orai I protein is the component, most likely the pore-forming subunit of CRAC channel,
the prototypic SOC (9; 30; 36; 37; 41; 43). However, whether the Orai genes account for
all SOCs existing in different cell types and whether the Orai 1 protein requires binding
partners to form native SOCs remain unknown.
Recently, the stromal interaction molecule 1 (STIM I) has been identified as a
Ca 2+ sensor in the ER, activating SOC at the plasma membrane upon store-depletion (22;
33). There is evidence that STIM1 diffusely distributed in the ER membrane translocates
to the regions of the ER directly apposed to the plasma membrane upon store depletion,
where it triggers SOCE (3; 18; 21 ). Thus, SOCs can be considered channels that are
regulated by STIM1 and require the store depletion-mediated clustering ofSTIM1.
Our laboratory has previously demonstrated that TRPC I, -3, A, and -6 were
selectively expressed in human glomerular mesangial cells (MCs) and that TRPC1
associated with TRPC4 and -6 (34). Further study demonstrated that TRPC 1 mediated
Ang 11-induced Ca2+ signaling and contraction in these vascular smooth muscle-like
contractile cells (7). However, the nature of the TRPC 1 channel activation (storeoperated or non store-operated) and the requirement for binding partners have not been
defined. In the present study, we showed evidence that TRPC 1 interacted with TRPC4 to
form channel complexes mediating SOCE in MCs. STIM 1 was required for activation of
the SOC, probably via interaction with TRPC4 protein.
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Materials and Methods

Mesangial Cell culture.

Human MCs used in this study were purchased from

Cambrex Company (East Ruthersord, NJ). The procedures and methods for culturing
MCs have been described previously (7; 34). Subpassages of less than ten generations of
cells were used.
Transient

transfection.

Transient transfection

was

carried

out

using

Lipofectamine and Plus reagents or LTX according to the manufacturer's instructions
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). MCs were transiently transfected with TRPC 1, TRPC4 or
STIM1 RNAi constructs or EYFP-tagged TRPCJ expression plasmids. Cells were used
24-48 hours after transfection. Knockdown of gene expression with RNAi constructs was
confirmed in HEK293 cells co-transfected with corresponding overexpression plasmids.
Stable transfection.

Stable transfection was performed to simultaneously

knockdown TRPC 1 and TRPC4 in MCs. Double knockdown of the two proteins was
carried out by co-expression of TRPC 1 and TRPC4 RNAi constructs containing
blasticidin and hygromycin selectable markers. The antibiotics were added to cell culture
medium 48 hours after transfection. Cells surviving after at least one week were used for
functional experiments.
Immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting. Cell monolayers were collected with

PBS then lysed in 1% Triton X-1 00 buffer containing (in mM) 150 NaCI, 10 Tris-HCI
(pH 7.5), 1 EGTA, 0.2 sodium orthovanadate, 0.2 phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 0.5%
NP-40, aprotinin (I

~-tg/ml),

pepstatin (I

~-tg/ml),
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and proteinase inhibitor cocktail (Roche

Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN) followed by centrifugation at 6,000 g for 15 min at
4°C. For coimmunoprecipitation (co-JP) experiments, the cell lysates were incubated for
2 h with the primary antibody indicated, followed by immunoprecipitation (JP) for I h
with 30-J..tl slurry of protein G or A (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) in 50 mM
Tris-HCI. Immunocomplexes were then washed five times in lysis buffer. The cell lysates
(without precipitation, for inputs) and immunoprecipitates (for co-IP) were undertaken
into regular Western blotting.
For immunoblotting experiments, all samples were fractionated by 10% SDSPAGE, transferred to PVDF membranes, and probed with the indicated primary
antibodies. Bound antibodies were visualized with Super Signal West Femto
Luminoi/Enhancer Solution (Pierce Biotechnology, Rockford, IL).
Fluorescent immunocytochemistry. MCs were plated on 22 x22-1 mm coverslips,

fixed with iced acetone/methanol, and incubated with TRPC I antibody in PBS plus 2%
heat inactivated goat serum and 0.2% Triton X-1 00 for 1 h. Three washes with PBS
containing 2% goat serum and 0.2% Triton X-1 00 were followed by blocking at 4°C
overnight in blocking buffer containing 2% goat serum and 0.2% Triton X-1 00. The cells
were then incubated with secondary antibodies (goat anti-mouse conjugated with Alexa
Fluor 568, Molecular Probe) for 1 h. Cells were washed 3 times with PBS and processed
for confocal microscopy using a Leica Confocal Laser Scanning microscope.
Biotinylation assays. When cell monolayers were 80% confluent, the cells were

washed twice with PBS and then scraped in 1 ml PBS (per 10 em plate). The cell
suspension was centrifuged at 6,000 g for 15 min at 40C and the pellet was resuspended
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with 1 ml PBS and biotinylated with 0.05 mg/ml of sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin (Pierce) for 30
min at room temperature. After centrifugation at 6,000 g for 15 min at 4°C, the pellet was
washed 3 times with PBS and then lysed in 1 ml of lysis buffer. The cell lysates were
then centrifuged at 21,000 g for 15 min at 4°C. 300 J..i.l of lysates were saved for
immunoblotting. 700 J..i.l of supernatants were mixed with 300 J..i.l of lysis buffer (total
volume: 1 ml) and then incubated with 30

~tl

of slurry of immobilized streptavidin beads

(Pierce) for 1 h with shaking. The beads were spun down and washed 2 times with lysis
buffer. The biotinylated samples were then analyzed by Western blot.
Patch clamp procedure. Conventional cell-attached voltage clamp was carried

out as described previously (7; 12). Single channel analysis was made with a Warner PC505B amplifier (Warner Instrument Corp., Hamden, CT) and pCiamp 9.2 (Axon
Instrument, Foster City, CA). The extracellular solution contained (mM): 135 NaCI, 5
KCI , I 0 HEPES, 2 MgCb, 1 CaCb, and 10 glucose. The pipette solution contained (mM):
135 NaCI, 5 KCI, 1 CaCb, 3 EGTA, 10 HEPES. The calculated free Ca2+ concentration
in the pipette solution was <10 nM (MTK software). At the time of each experiment, the
pipette solution was supplemented with 100 J..i.M niflumic acid, 10 mM TEA, and 100 nM
iberiotoxin to block Ca 2+-activated

cr

channels and K+ channels, respectively.

Recordings were made at a holding potential of80 mY (pipette).
Ratiometric Ca 2+ imaging. [Ca2+]i was measured in MCs using dual excitation

wavelength fluorescence microscopy with fura-2 as described previously (7; 12). Briefly,
MCs grown on coverslips (22 x22 mm), were loaded with fura-2 by incubation for - 45

.

min at room temperature in the dark in physiological saline solution (PSS) containing 2
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f.tM acetoxymethyl ester of fura-2 (fura-2/AM), 0.09 g/dl DMSO, and 0.018 g/dl Pluronic

F-127 (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). After washout, the covers! ip was then mounted
to a perfusion chamber (Warner, Model RC-20H) and placed on the stage of a Nikon
Diaphot inverted microscope. Fura-2 fluorescence was monitored by a ratio technique
(excitation at 340 and 380 nm, emission at 510 nm) using Metafluor software (Universal
Imaging, West Chester, PA). Bath [Ca2+] was reduced to Jess than 10 nM during the
experiments by addition of EGT A according to the Ca 2+ concentration program by MTK
Software. [Ca2+]i was calculated using the formula described by Grynkiewicz et a/
(Grynkiewicz et

at., 1985). Calibrations were performed in vivo at the end of each

experiment, and conditions of high [Ca 2+]i were achieved by adding 4 )!M ionomycin,
whereas conditions of low [Ca2+]i were obtained by adding 10 mM EGTA .
Antibodies, plasm ids and chemicals. TRPC 1 mouse monoclonal antibody ( 1F 1),

TRPCI-pEYFP-NI and HA-TRPCl overexpression plasmids, and TRPCl-RNAi
construct (shRNA-TRPC 1) were obtain from Dr. Leonidas Tsiakas (University of
Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, Oklahoma City, OK). Rabbit anti-TRPC4 antibody
was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) and GOK/STIM I mouse monoclonal
antibody was obtained from BD Biosciences Pharmingen (San Jose, CA). Bovine
TRPC4-pcDNA3 was obtained from L. Birnbaumer (National Institutes of Health). All
chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO) or as indicated.
Statistical Analysis. Data are reported as means± SE. The one-way ANOV A plus

Student-Newman-Keuls test, Student unpaired t-test, and Student paired t-test were used
to analyze the differences among multiple groups, between two groups, and before and
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after treatment m the same group, respectively. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.

Results

TRPCJ and TRPC4 contribute to SOC activity. TRPC1 and TRPC4 have been

previously identified in MCs in vitro as well as in vivo (34). In the current study, cellattached patch clamp was employed to examine whether the two TRPC subtypes
mediated SOCE in cultured MCs. Thapsigargin (TG) was used to activate SOC by
passive depletion of internal Ca 2+ stores. Consistent with our previous report (26), MCs
have spontaneous, but relatively low channel activity under resting state. After
stimulation with 1 J..IM TG, single channel currents increased strikingly (Fig. 1A). The
TG-induced channel activation usually onset within 1 min and reached peak about 3 min
after treatment. In some cases, multiple levels of the channel opening could be seen in
one patch. Because the pipette solution contained niflumic acid, TEA, and iberiotoxin,
the recorded channel currents were unlikely mediated by

cr

or K+ channels, both

expressed in MCs (24). The calculated NPo from 8 cells showed that TG treatment
significantly raised channel activity (0.024 ± 0.003 vs. 0.11 ± 0.05, before TG vs. TG).
Our previous study has demonstrated that the TG-stimulated single channel
currents in MCs were mediated by SOC (26). To further verify the store-operated nature
of the currents, we examined the blocking effect of MRS 1845 and La3+ on the TGinduced response. MRS 1845 at 10 J..LM has been reported to selectively inhibit SOC ( 13 ).
La3+ is another reliable and selective SOC inhibitor at concentrations in the low
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micromolar (1-5 J.tM) (5; 26; 35). As shown in Fig. I A and B, inclusion of I 0 ~tM
MRS I845 into the pipette nearly abolished the TG-evoked channel activation. In
agreement with our previous report (26), 2 J.tM La3+ not only blocked TG-induced
response completely, but significantly inhibited basal activity as well.
We then determined if TRPC I and TRPC4 proteins were components of SOC in
MCs by examining the effect of knocking down the individual TRPCs on SOC activity.
Knockdown of TRPCI and TRPC4 was accomplished by transient transfection with
RNAi plasmids that produced short hairpin RNAs specifically targeting on human trpcl
(designated as shRNA-TRPCI) or trpc4 (designated as shRNA-TRPC4). GFP expression
plasmids were co-transfected with the RNAi constructs or empty vectors (Mock control)
at I 0 fold less for identification of successfully-transfected cells. Western blot showed
that these RNAi constructs successfully and efficiently reduced the expression levels of
corresponding TRPCs (Fig. 2A). As shown in Fig. 2B, either knockdown of TRPCI or
TRPC4 significantly, but not completely inhibited the channel activation induced by TG.
These results indicated that both TRPC I and TRPC4 are contributors to SOC in MCs.
However, the native SOCs in MCs were not solely made of either of the single TRPC
proteins.
TRPCJ and TRPC4 form channel complexes mediating SOCE. Our previous

study has demonstrated a physical interaction between natively expressed TRPC 1 and
TRPC4 in MCs (34). The patch clamp experiments described above showed that
individual TRPCI or TRPC4 contributed partial, but not entire TG-evoked channel
activity. Thus, we speculated that the functional SOCs in MCs might be formed by

I29

protein complexes ofTRPC1 and TRPC4. Ifthis is true, then simultaneous knockdown of
TRPC l and TRPC4 should result in an additive inhibition on the channel function .
Fluorescent dual-excitation wavelength imaging of fura-2 was used to measure changes
2

in [Ca +]i. A standard Ca 2+-readmission protocol was adopted to evaluate SOCE (26). In
agreement with our previous report (26), under 1 mM Ca2+ extracellular solution,
application of 1 ~tM TG evoked a rapid and striking cytosolic Ca2+ transient followed by
a sustained elevation of [Ca2+]i. Removal of Ca2+ from the extracellular solution resulted
in a decrease in [Ca2+]i and then readmission of Ca2+ into the Ca2+ free bath resulted in a
marked rise in [Ca 2+]i (Fig. 2C), an indicator of SOCE (26). Consistent with the patch
clamp data (Fig. 28), this Ca 2+ entry in response to Ca 2+ radmission was significantly
inhibited, but not abolished by knockdown of single TRPC1 or TRPC4. However, double
knockdown of both subtypes of TRPC simultaneously had an additive effect and the
reduction of SOCE in the double knockdown was significantly greater than that of either
individual knockdown (Fig. 20). Although there was residual Ca2+ entry in the double
knockdown of cells, this change was not statistically significant. Combined with the
evidence on the physical interaction of TRPC 1 and TRPC4 (26), the results from the
current study suggest that TRPC 1 and TRPC4 might be acting in tandem, and that
TRPC 1/TRPC4 complexes constitute functional SOCs in MCs.
Store-depletion stimulates interaction between TRPCI and TRPC4.

The data

described above indicate that TRPC 1 and TRPC4 mediate SOCE by forming channel
complexes in MCs. We speculated that the formation of TRPC1/TRPC4 heteromers is
dynamic, dependent on store depletion. To test this speculation, reciprocal co-IP was
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performed with and without TG stimulation. As shown in Fig. 3 A, IP of TRPC 1
increased co-IP with TRPC4 after 3 min-TG treatment, compared to untreated cells. The
increased co-IP by TG was also seen when reversed, with pull-down ofTRPC4 followed
by western blot of TRPC I (Fig. 3B). This biochemical evidence strongly indicates that
store depletion promotes formation of TRPCIITRPC4 complexes that might underlie
SOCE across the cell membrane.
Store depletion triggered plasma membrane translocation of TRPC 1 Two

possibilities could exist to result in an increase in TRPClffRPC4 complexes in the
plasma membrane upon store depletion. One mechanism might be that depletion of
internal Ca2+ stores stimulates TRPC I-TRPC4 interaction in the cytoplasm and the entire
complexes are then inserted into the plasma membrane as functional channels. The other
possibility is that store depletion triggers one of the two TRPC isoforms to migrate to the
plasma membrane where it incorporates with its binding partner to form functional
channel complexes. We favored the latter and proposed that TRPCI translocated to the
plasma membrane upon store depletion and bound to the existing TRPC4 in the plasma
membrane. This hypothesis was tested in the current study with confocal microscopy and
biotinylation of membrane proteins followed by Western blot. Fig. 4A shows the specific
TRPC I staining probed with IF I TRPC I antibody in MCs with and without TG
treatment. In control MCs (no TG treatment), TRPCI was diffusely distributed in the cell
(Fig. 4Aa). However, depleting stores with TG clearly increased the expression of
TRPCI in the peripheral region (the plasma membrane or sub-plasma membrane) of the
cell (Fig. 4Ac). This finding was further validated in a live cell imaging assay. In this set

I3I

of experiments, we transiently transfected EYFP-TRPC I constructs into MCs. At the
time ~f the experiment, the successfully transfected cells were identified with green
signals and the cell membrane of which was stained with 15 ~-tM FM4-64 dye (red signal),
a powerful and fast plasma membrane marker for live cells. The time course change in
TRPC I distribution in response to TG was continuously monitored with confocal
microscopy. As shown in Fig. 4B, in the two adjacent EYFP-TRPCI-transfected cells,
TRPC I was expressed in both cytoplasm and the plasma membrane before TG treatment.
After 3 min incubation with TG, more TRPC I appeared in the plasma membrane,
indicated by more and stronger yellow signals in the plasma membrane.
We also examined the membrane translocation of TRPC 1 responding to TG
treatment using a nonmembrane permeant agent (sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin) that biotinylates
surface proteins, and precipitated the proteins with avidin-linked streptavidin beads. As
shown in Fig. 5, the expression of biotinylated TRPC 1, but not TRPC4, was significantly
increased in the cells treated with TG (Fig. 5Aa and b, and Fig. 5B). The TRPC I
response appeared to be time-related, reaching a peak 3 min after treatment, which was
consistent with electrophysiological data (Fig. 1). The enrichment of cell membrane
proteins in the biotinylated fractions and equal amounts of loaded proteins in different
samples were confirmed by reprobing the blots with anti-integrin

~1

antibody, a

membrane marker (Fig. SAc). The biotinylated membrane fraction was not contaminated
by non-plasma membrane proteins because calnexin, an ER protein, was not detected in
the biotinylated fractions (Fig. 5Ad).
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Taken together, all confocal microscopy and biochemical data support the idea
that d~pletion of internal Ca 2+ stores specifically triggered translocation of cytosolic
TRPC I, but not TRPC4, to the plasma membrane.
ST!MJ was required for SOCE in MCs.

Recent evidence demonstrates that

STIM I acts as a regulator of SOCE by signaling store-depletion in the ER to SOC at the
plasma membrane. STIMI is ubiquitously expressed in a number of cell types, and MCs
are no exception. Here we confirmed a critical role for STIMI in SOCE in MCs using a
cell-attached patch clamp approach. As shown in Fig. 6A and B, specific knockdown of
STJM 1 by transient transfection of specific RNAi constructs (hSTIM 1-shRNA)
dramatically attenuated TG-stimulated increase of NP0 . This inhibitory effect was even
greater than that by knockdown of single TRPC I or TRPC4 (Fig. 2B). Western blot
verified that the RNAi constructs significantly reduced the expression of STIMI protein
in MCs (Fig. 6C).
Recent studies suggest that store depletion triggers STIM 1 to cluster in a local
region of the ER membrane which closely apposes to the plasma membrane in which
SOC proteins cluster (18), lfTRPCifTRPC4 complexes are the components of SOC, it is
possible that there is a physical interaction between the TRPC proteins and STIM 1. We
tested this postulation using co-IP assay and found that STIM I was able to pull-down
TRPC4 (Fig. 7A). The estimated amount ofTRPC4 interacting with STIM1 was - 3% of
total TRPC4 protein based on the Input. Although this is a small percentage, considering
the influence from the affinity of antibody and protein beads, and experimental
procedures of IP that could cause Joss of the protein-protein interaction, this biochemical
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data provide evidence of a physical interaction between TRPC4 and STIMl. However,
we couJd not resolve a consistent interaction between STIM I and TRPC 1 by co-IP (Fig.
7B) suggesting that the TRPC4-STIM1 interaction might be specific in MCs.

Discussion

Although a good deal of recent evidence demonstrates that Orai protein is the
long-sought molecular entity of CRAC channel, a unique SOC characterized in
hemopoietic cells (9; 30; 43), distinct biophysical properties of SOC in non-hemopoietic
cells underlie different molecular channel components (I; 2; 26). TRPC proteins, most
likely TRPC heteromultimers, remain strong candidates of SOC in a variety of cell types
(28). Since the distribution ofTRPC subtypes and the abundance of single TRPC proteins
are distinct in different types of cells (8; 10; 38), the compositions of TRPC complexes
mediating SOCE might be cell type specific. Our findings in the current study suggest
that TRPC I and TRPC4 are critical components of SOC in glomerular MCs. Our data
support the proposal that store depletion triggers cytosolic TRPC 1 transcolation to the
plasma membrane where TRPCI incorporates into the existing TRPC4 to form
heteromultimers mediating SOCE. The additive effect of knockdown of both subunits on
SOCE (Fig. 20) and a good correlation in the time course between the membrane
recruitment of TRPC I (Figs. 3-5) and the SOC activation (Fig. I) further support this
hypothesis. Wang, et a! recently repotted that TRPC I and TRPC4 were only two
isoforms of TRPC in mouse MCs based on RT-PCR assay, and speculated that TRPC4
constituted SOC by forming homotetramers (39). However, the role of TRPC 1 in SOCE
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was not examined in their study. It might be that the native SOC is solely composed of
TRPC4 in mouse MCs, but requires both ofTRPC I and TRPC4 in human MCs.
Whether there is any other protein, particularly Orai I, contributing to the native
SOC in human MCs is unknown. Interestingly, Liao, et a! recently reported that Orai I
physically interacted with TRPC3 and TRPC6, and that Orai I by interacting with the
TRPCs acts as regulatory subunits that confer store depletion sensitivity to these channels
(20) . The similar interaction between Orail and TRPCJ and/or TRPC4 may also exist in

human MCs in which TRPCI /TRPC4 complexes constitute the pore-forming subunits of
SOC and Orai 1 acts as an accessory subunit regulating channel activation.
There has long been a debate as to what mechanism accounts for the
communication of store-depletion in the ER to activation of SOC channels at the plasma
membrane. Previously, the so-called Ca 2+ influx factor (CIF) was proposed to be a
diffusible signaling molecule that communicated between the ER and the plasma
membrane, but the molecular identity of this factor could not be identified (4). Direct
conformational coupling between IP3 receptors that initiate store-depletion and SOC that
facilitate store-refilling has also been proposed (28). More recently, there has been strong
evidence for STIMI as a modulator of SOC activity. In this proposed mechanism, STIMI
acts as a Ca2+ sensor in the ER . Upon store-depletion, STIMI translocates into punctae
directly apposed to the plasma membrane where it activates SOCE ( 18; 31 ). Thus, SOCs
could be considered as the channels that are regulated by STIM I and require the store
depletion-mediated clustering of STIM I. In the current study, we confirmed that STIM I
was required for SOCE in human glomerular MCs as evidenced by dramatically inhibited
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SOC activation with RNAi of STIM I. This finding is in agreement with an earlier report
by Zhang, et a! in rat MCs (44). Moreover, our results from the current study further
indicate that the STIM ]-mediated SOC activation might be through its interaction with
TRPC4 protein. Indeed, STIMI has been shown to selectively bind to certain isoforms of
TRPC proteins, including TRPC I and TRPC4 ( 16; 42). Different from the studies by
Yuan, et al, and Huang, et al, who reported that STIMl interacted with TRPC 1 (16; 42),
we were not able to demonstrate any physical association of the two proteins. This may
simply be due to weak binding between STIM 1 and TRPC 1 in MCs, or distinct TRPC 1
antibody used (Alomone in their study and 1F 1 antibody in our study). Relatively low
expression level of TRPC 1 in MCs may also make it difficult to isolate by
immunoprecipitation. This is supported by the co-IP data from Huang's study that
showed a very weak interaction between the endogenous TRPC 1 and STIM 1 in native
brain tissue and a clear interaction was only seen in a cell line overexpressing the two
proteins (16).
In conclusion, the findings from the current study suggest that in human
glomerular MCs, store depletion triggers membrane recruitment of cytosolic TRPC I and
heteromultimerization of the translocated TRPC 1 with TRPC4 in the plasma membrane.
The TRPC l /TRPC4 complexes constitute the functional subunits of SOC and are
activated through interaction between STIM 1 in the ER and TRPC4 of the channel
complexes in the plasma membrane. How the TRPC 1 translocation and interaction with
TRPC4 and how STIM1-TRPC4 interaction are regulated upon store depletion remain
unclear and further study is needed to explore the detailed regulatory mechanisms. Given
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a significant role of MCs in the regulation of glomerular filtration , identification of Ca2+
signaling pathway and its regulatory mechanisms, such as SOCE, in MCs has important
physiological and pathophysiological relevance.
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Figure 1. A. Representative traces, showing single channel activity before (Before TG)

and 3 min after (TG, 3') thapsigargin (I !!M) stimulation in MCs in the presence and
absence of MRS 1845 ( 10 !!M) or La3+ (2 !!M). Downward deflections indicate inward
currents. Holding potential was 80 mV (pipette). Dashed lines and numbers indicate the
current levels. B. Open probability (NP 0 ) of single channels before and after application
ofTG in the presence and absence of MRS 1845 or La 3+. "n" indicates the number of cells
analyzed. "*" indicates significant difference between TG and Before TG. "#" indicates
significant difference between Before TG in Control group and Before TG in La3+ group.
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Figurtl 2. A. Western Blot, showing expression levels of TRPCI (upper panel) and

TRPC4 (lower panel) in HEK293T cells with transient transfection of pSHAG empty
vector (Mock), TRPC I or TRPC4 expression plasm ids (HA-TRPCI or TRPC4), and the
expression plasmids co-transfected with corresponding RNAi constructs (HATRPCI+shRNA-TRPC1 or TRPC4+shRNA-TRPC4). Actin was used as a loading
control. B. Effect of knockdown of TRPC 1 or TRPC4 on the TG-evoked channel
activation, expressed as percent changes in NP0 from baseline after TG treatment. UT:
untransfected; Mock: mock transfection; TRPC 1 KD: knockdown of TRPC I with
shRNA-TRPC1; TRPC4 KD: knockdown of TRPC4 with shRNA-TRPC4. C and D:
Fura-2 fluorescence ratiometry measurement of [Ca2+]i, indicated by the ratio of 340/380
nm fluorescence, showing the role ofTRPC I and TRPC4 in the TG-induced SOCE. C. A
representative experiment, showing TG-induced Ca2+ transients inside the cell and
SOCE. Application of TG is indicated by the top horizontal bar. [Ca 2+] 8 indicates the
Ca2+ concentration in the bathing solution. D. Effect of knockdown of TRPC I (TRPC I
KD) or TRPC4 (TRPC4 KD) individually and simultaneously (Double KD) on SOCE in
MCs, expressed as percent increase in ratio of 340/380 nm fluorescence upon Ca2+
readmission. Mock: mock-transfected, serving as a control. "n" indicates the number of
cells analyzed. " *" indicates P<0.05, compared with Mock. "t" indicates P<0.05,
compared with TRPC I KD and TRPC4 KD.
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Figure 3. Co-immunoprecipitation showing interaction between TRPCI and TRPC4, and

the enhancement of the interaction by store depletion. A. Immunoprecipitation of TRPC I
followed by immunobloting TRPC4 in MCs with and without TG treatment for 3 min
(Con and TG 3', respectively). Input indicates the celllysates without TRPCI pull down.

B. Immunoprecipitation of TRPC4 and immunobloting TRPC 1 in MCs with and without
TG treatment for 3 min (Con and TG 3 ', respectively). Input indicates the cell lysates
without TRPC4 pull down. C and D. Bar graph, showing the amounts of TRPC4
interacting with TRPC 1 (C) in A and of TRPC I interacting with TRPC4 (D) in B,
expressed as the percentages of optical densitometry of the TRPC immunoblots in the
precipitates to their corresponding inputs.
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TG3'

Figure 4. A. Influence of store depletion on TRPCI distribution in MCs. TRPC I was

identified in MCs by immunofluorescence staining under confocal microscopy. TRPCI
was probed with IF I TRPC I antibody followed by an Alexa Fluor 568-conjugated
secondary antibody. a and c: TRPC I stainings in control MCs (no TG treatment) and
MCs with TG treatment (I J.!M for 3 min), respectively; b and d: bright fields of a and c,
respectively, showing morphology of MCs. B. TRPCI trafficking stimulated by TG in
live MCs. Two adjacent EYFP-TRPCI transfected cells were seen in this representative
field. The cell membrane was stained with I 0 J.!M FM4-64 dye (red). The distribution of
expressed TRPC I is shown by green fluorescence. Yellow signals represent the plasma
membrane localization of TRPC I. White arrows indicate accumulation of EYFP-TRPC I
in the plasma membrane in response to TG. All images were captured at the same focal
plane with identical settings.
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Figure. 5 A. Biotinylation of cell surface proteins ofMCs with and without TG treatment.
a: expression of TRPC 1 proteins in the plasma membrane of MCs without TG treatment
(Control) and MCs treated with TG for 3 and 5 min. b: expression levels of cell surface
TRPC4 in MCs with and without TG treatment. c: a cell membrane marker, integrin-P 1
was used as a positive control and loading control. d: an ER marker, calnexin, was used
as a negative control. B. Relative amounts of cell surface TRPC 1 and TRPC4 proteins,
calculated by optical density of surface TRPC I (a) or TRPC4 (b) divided by
corresponding membrane integrin-P 1 protein (c), expressed as percentages. "*" indicates
significant difference compared with Pre-TG. Values are averaged from 3 independent
experiments.
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Figure 6. A. Representative traces, showing single channel activity before (Before TG)

and after (After TG) TG (I f.!M) stimulation in MCs of mock control (Mock) and STIM I
knockdwon (hSTIM 1-shRNA). Arrows indicate the closed state of channels. Downward
deflections indicate inward currents. Holding potential was 80 mY (pipette). B. NP0 of
the channels before and after application of TG summarized from the two groups
described in A. "n" indicates the number of cells analyzed. "*" indicates significant
difference between hSTIM1-shRNA and Mock groups. C. Western blot in MCs, showing
STIM I protein expression in untransfected cells (UT) and the cells with transient
transfection of pSHAG empty vectors (Mock) or hSTIM 1-shRNA constructs. Actin was
used as a loading control.
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Figure 7. Co-immunoprecipitation, showing STIMI interaction with TRPC4, but not
TRPCI. A. Immunoprecipiation ofSTIMI was followed by western blot (IB) for TRPC4.

B. Immunoprecipiation ofTRPCI was followed by IB for STIMI (left panel) or TRPCI
(right panel). In both A and B, non-precipitated lysates (Input) were loaded as controls.
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Abbreviations

co-IP: co-immunoprecipitation
CRAC: Ca 2+ release-activated Ca2+ channels
ER: endoplasmic reticulum
IP: immunoprecipitation
MC: mesangial cell
RNAi: RNA interference
SOC: store-operated channel
SOCE: store-operated Ca 2+ entry
STIMl: stromal interaction molecule 1
TG: thapsigargin
TRPC : canonical transient receptor potential
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Summary

Glomerular mesangial cells (MCs) play an important role in the physiological
regulation of glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and renal function. Loss of mesangial cell
function is known to play a role in the dysregulation of GFR in a number of diseases,
including diabetic nephropathy and glomerulosclerosis. Meanwhile, there is growing
evidence that store-operated Ca2+ entry (SOCE), including that which is mediated by
canonical transient receptor potential (TRPC) proteins, plays a significant role in the
regulation of Ca2+ homeostasis in normal function and pathophysiology of many cells (8).
While store-operated channel (SOC) function has been identified in MCs (5), the role of
this mode of Ca 2+ entry in MC physiology and the molecular components that make up
SOCs in MCs remains poorly defined.
The first study described here was aimed at identifying the expression of TRPCs
in MCs. TRPC I, 3, 4, and 6 were found in cultured human mesangial cells as well as in
tissue sections from both rat and human kidneys, while TRPC5 and 7 could not be
identified at the protein level. Because TRPCs are thought to form heteromeric channels,
the interaction between TRPC isoforms was also assessed. TRPC l was found to interact
with both TRPC4 and 6 by co-immunoprecipitation. While interaction between TRPCs
within the same structural subgroups (TRPC I, 4 and 5 or TRPC 3, 6, and 7) has
previously been demonstrated, the interaction ofTRPC I with TRPC6 is the first evidence
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of such interaction across subgroups. This may indicate a complex formation that is
specific to human MCs.
The next aim of the first study was to assess the role of TRPC I specifically in
SOCE in MCs, as TRPC I currently has the strongest evidence for SOC function in a
number of cell types (3).

Fluorescent Ca2+ imaging experiments demonstrate that

knockdown of TRPC I expression in MCs using RNAi significantly attenuates SOCE
triggered by thapsigargin- (TG-) mediated store-depletion, while overexpression of
TRPC I had the opposite effect to enhance SOCE. This evidence argues that TRPC 1, at
least in part, mediates SOCE in MCs.
The next study was aimed at assessing the role ofTRPCI-mediated SOCE in the
contractile function of MCs, whose response to vasoactive substances contributes to the
regulation of glomerular function as a whole. In cultured MCs, knockdown of TRPCI
expression or antibody blockade of TRPC I channel activity were both shown to inhibit
angiotensin II- (Ang II-), or endothel in-1-mediated contraction.

Further experiments

demonstrated that this loss of contractile response was due to TRPC 1-mediated SOCE.
Antibody blockade of TRPC I channel activity resulted in an attenuation of Ang 11stimulated membrane currents as measured by single channel patch clamp, while TRPC I
antibody blockade as well as knockdown ofTRPCl expression using RNAi both blocked
Ang [)-mediated SOCE as measured by fura-2 Ca2+ imaging.
The potential role ofTRPC I-mediated MC contraction was also examined in vivo.
In rats, infusion of TRPC I antibody attenuated the Ang II-mediated reduction in GFR
while not affecting mean arterial pressure or renal blood flow. This indicates that TRPCI
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blockade had intraglomerular effects on glomerular function, likely by blocking Ang 11induced MC contraction.
These results suggest that TRPC1 mediates SOCE in response to receptormediated store-depletion, in addition to TG-mediated receptor-independent storedepletion demonstrated in the first study. This mode of Ca2+ entry plays a role in the Ang
II-stimulated contractile function of MCs, and thereby contributes to MC-mediated
regulation of glomerular filtration.
While these studies indicate an important role for TRPC1 in MC function, it is
unlikely to act alone.

Indeed, TRPC1 has been shown to interact with other TRPC

isoforms to form functional channels (4; 9; 10). In the first study, immunocytochemistry
demonstrated that both TRPC1 and TRPC4 are expressed at the plasma membrane and
interact with each other by co-immunoprecipitation.

The final study was aimed at

determining if TRPC1 and TRPC4 combine to form a functional channel in MCs.
Knockdown of either TRPC 1 or TRPC4 attenuated TG-mediated increase in channel
open probability, as measured by single-channel patch clamp. This knockdown had a
similar effect on TG-mediated SOCE, while simultaneous knockdown of both TRPC1
and TRPC4 had an additive effect, as measured by fura-2 Ca2+ imaging.

Co-

immunoprecipitation experiments demonstrate that TG-induced store-depletion increases
the interaction between TRPC1 and TRPC4, while also increasing TRPC1 localization to
the plasma membrane.

This may point a mechanism of SOC activation by which

increase channel activity is attributed to a translocation of TRPC proteins to the plasma
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membrane. In this case, translocation of TRPC I may increase complex formation with
TRPC4 to increase functional channel activity.
Recently, the stromal interaction molecule-1 (STIM 1), has gained much attention
as a Ca

2

+

sensor in the endoplasmic reticulum which activates SOCs, including TRPCs

and Orai proteins, another candidate for SOC.

The final study here identified the

presence of STIM 1 in MCs, and co-immunoprecipitation indicates that STIM 1 interacts
with TRPC4 but not TRPC I. Since store-depletion increases the localization of TRPC 1
but not TRPC4 to the plasma membrane, this may indicate another role for TRPC4. It
may be that TRPC4 is acting as an adapter to convey the store-depletion signal from
STIM 1 to TRPC I, rather than complexing directly with TRPCI (Figure 1). As discussed
in the introduction, this may indicated a cell-type specific function of STIM1 and TRPCmediated SOCE in MCs.
Collectively, these studies demonstrate that TRPC1 in particular mediated SOCE
in MCs, contributing to the regulation of contractile function in these cells.

The

interaction of TRPC 1 with TRPC4 may serve to form functional channels, or contribute
to a signaling complex between STIM1 in the ER and TRPCs at the plasma membrane.
These studies further the basic knowledge of Ca 2+ signaling mechanisms in MCs, an
important regulator of MC function in normal physiology and pathophysiology. They
also contribute to the understanding of TRPC function in general- how these proteins
form channels activated by store-depletion and the potential mechanism of activation
involving STIM1.
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Discussion and future directions

Role of TRPC-mediated SOCE in other MC functions. Contraction of MCs is not

their only physiologically relevant function .

The secretion of extracellular matrix

proteins by MCs also helps to support the glomerular tuft structure in general. In addition,
MC proliferation and increase in extracellular matrix secretion both contribute to a
decline in glomerular function associated with glomerulosclerosis and end-stage diabetic
renal failure (2). Like MC contraction, Ca2+ homeostasis may play a role in both of these
functions, and may also be regulated by SOCE, particularly TRPC-mediated SOC
activity demonstrated here.

Further studies may examine the role of TRPCs in the

proliferation and extracellular matrix secretion of MCs. This could be done by assessing
the effects of TRPC knockdown or overexpression on both of these processes in MC
culture. Growth factor stimulation is also known to contribute to MC expansion(!). It
would be interesting to examine the effects of growth factor stimulation on the expression
of TRPCs in MC culture, and to further examine the role of TRPCs in SOCE stimulated
by growth factors.
I

TRPCJITRPC4 channel or "signalplex?" TRPCs are known to from heteromeric

channels composed of different isoforms, in agreement with the interaction between
TRPC I and TRPC4 demonstrated here.

These results suggest that store-depletion-

triggered translocation of TRPC I to the plasma membrane may account for increased
channel activity by increasing channel formation with TRPC4 already present in the
plasma membrane. However, while both proteins are also present in the cytosol, only
TRPC4 was shown to interact with STI MI. If translocation of STIM 1 activates TRPC
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channels, one would expect that insertion of TRPC4 into the plasma membrane would
also be required to increase channel formation and channel activity, yet, store-depletionmediated increase in plasma membrane TRPC4 is not seen. It is possible that instead,
TRPC4 bound to STIMl may act as an adapter protein, signaling store-depletion from
STTMl to TRPCl channels in the plasma membrane as discussed above. This would
constitute a novel SOCE signaling mechani sm. It is likely that these interactions may be
mediated by the coiled-coil domains found on STIMl as well as TRPCl and TRPC4.
Overexpression of deletion mutants lacking these coiled-coil domains could be used to
explore this potential mechanism. FRET analysis could provide additional knowledge of
the interactions between these proteins.
Role for TRPCs in MC pathophysiology. These studies have identified a role for

TRPCs in the regulation of SOCE and contractile function in MCs.

Both of these

functions are known to be down-regulated during diabetic renal failure, resulting in a loss
of MC-mediated regulation of GFR (6; 7). The effect of high glucose treatment of MC
cultures as well as diabetic rat models could be used to examine the role ofTRPCs during
this pathophysiological state. It is possible that loss of SOC function may be attributed to
alterations in TRPC activation or complex formation described here.
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Figure 1. Translocation ofTRPCl and STIMI regulates SOC activity. At rest, TRPC1

and TRPC4 are distributed throughout the plasma membrane and cytosol, while STIM1
on the ER membrane is bound to TRPC4.

Upon store depletion, e.g. by SERCA

inhibition with TG, TRPC 1 trans locates to the plasma membrane, increasing heteromeric
channel formation with TRPC4, while STIM 1 trans locates to regions directly apposed to
the plasma membrane.

STIM1 may directly activate TRPC1/TRPC4 complexes or

activation may occur indirectly via TRPC4.
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Abbreviations

Ang II: angiotensin II
GFR: glomerular filtration rate
MC: mesangial cell
SOC: store-operated channel
SOCE: store-operated Ca2+ entry
STIM 1: stromal interaction molecule 1
TG: thapsigargin
TRPC: canonical transient receptor potential
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